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ABSTRACT

The oap! tal investment deoisions of a firm are, perhaps,
its most important deoisions. They determine not only the basic
business risk of the firm but also its prof!tability. Capi tal
budgeting is oonoerned with the costs and benefits of investoent .

projeots undertaken by a firm. Capital budgeting prooedures
provide a systematio method of organizing the available information
about potential investments into decisions of aooeptanoe Or rejec
tion. Beoause the information about projects is not alwqs certain,
there must be teohniques for measuring the risks attached to invest
ments, as well as tor oomputing costs and benefi te.

!l.he primary objective of this study is to determine the
extent to whioh the oapi tal investment praotioes of a number of
l4al.B3'sian firms oonform to oapital investment theory. There are,
therefore, two parts to this study.

Part I presents a systematio examination of oapital
investment theory. Aooordingly, a chapter each has been devoted to
investment analysis, oost of oapi tal analysis, and risk analysis.

Part II is a study of the oapital investment practioes of
a group of falaysian industrial oompanies. This section oomprises
t1I'O parts t a survey of the oapital investment praotioes of the selec
ted companies, followed by detailed case studies of the oapital
investment practices of two of the companies.

The finding of this study is that oapital investment practice
conforms only partly to the theory of oapital investment deoisions.
On the whole, the majority of the firms surveyed professed to have
oapi tal budgeting procedures. However, the sophistication of such
procedures varied oonsiderably from firm to firm. A significant
relationship as discovered between the relative sophistication of

capi tal investment prooedures and the country of ownership of the
firms. Size and industrial grouping does not appear to have had.
very much influenoe on the ca]?i tal investment practioes employed by
the firms.

- viii -
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OHAPrER I

:. 1 -

INl'ROD O'!'ION

Objectiye of studl
A oonsiderable amount has been written on the subject ot

cm>ital budgeting. Howvel", desp!te the importance of the subject
and the abundance of knowledge avaUable, many business firm" have
only crude and mdimentary procedures for evaluating their cap!tal
investments.

The objeot of this study is to present a surnmaIY of the
theory and tools ot financial analysis that aid in the formulation
of profitable capital investment decisiona, and to determine the
extent to which the capital investment practices of a group of

l·falaysian companies COnfoX1ll to capital investment theory. It is
also hoped that this study may discover certain factors that will
serve to explain the differences in capital investment practices
among these companies.

Scope of Stugz

The scope of this study is outlined in the table of
contents. In general, the ground covered is the capital
budgeting process conSidered as a whole, with emphasis on the
finanoial analysis problems involved. This study does not
claim to be an exhaustive presentation of all that has been
vritten on the subject of capital budgeting. It is merely a

summar,y of the more salient facets of capital budgeting.

Eleven fims participated in the field interview phase
of this study. These f1r.m.s were seleoted from the electrioal,
offioe and household equipment, and non�atal110 mineral
industries located in Petal1ng J8:1'a.. The soope of this stuey-
is limited to those firms which have been granted pioneer status.1

1Firms possessing pioneer status are exempted from

paying oorporate inoome taxes for a period of from tw to five

years. Since 1968. however, the maximum allOwable tax-free

period has been increased to eight years.
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Hethodology
Books and journals constituted the major souroe of

information for the theoretical fremework ot the stu�. The data on
oapital investment practice, however, bad to be obtained from
primary- sources, that ie, trom too firms themselves. This ws
aohieved through personal. interviev.lS vith the executives of the firms
concerned. A questionnaire was formulated and the interviews wore
conducted along the general lines laid down by the questionnaire.In some eases personal interviewing was not possible as the capitalinvestment decisions of some of the firms were made by their parent
companies overseas. In these oases. questionnaires were mailed to
the parent companies overseas_

L1]Stationa

The validity of the conclusions derived by this study is
lini1ted by the fact that only a very amall number of companies
responded favourably to the field interview phase of the study.
Only eleven firms contributed information on their cap!tal investment
practices and, of these e1ven, only t'WO firms provid.ed case studies
of actual investment decisions. As such, it is extremelJr difticult
to establish acy relationship between the cbaraoterlstlcs of the firms
surveyed and the capitel investment praotioes €Jl1ployed b7 them. The
smallness of the sample preoludes aqr firm oonclusions being made
regarding the factors that influence the cap!tal lnvestment practioesof the firms concerned.

The results of this study must thereforeL be viewed in the
light ot the above-mentioned limitations.

-�-
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PARr I

CAPITAL INVlimHH DECISIlllS IN THEOKi

One of tho most basio and oontinuous series of deoisions

faoiIig business manag mont in general, and the finanoial manager in

particular, is the capital investment deoision. A capital invest�

lIlent ·may be defined as a oommitment of resources, made in the hope
of realizing benefit9 that are expected to occur over 8. reasonably

long future period of time. 1 The formal planning of the capital
investment deoision is knosm as capital budgeting. capital budget

ing involves not only the investment of capital but also the sources

of capital and is probably one of the most important funotions of

the firm. As with other corporate functions, capital budgeting

should be undertaken within the framework of oorporate objectives.

It is traditional in economic theory to examine the

behaviour of the firm on the assumption that its objective is to

maximize profits. In the theor,r of corporate finanoe, however,

the mere statement that the objective of the firm is to maximize

profits is inadequate. In corporate financial theory, management

is presumed to act in all oases for the benetit of the owners -

the shareholders. The proper objeotivo of the firm should thus

be the maximization of its value to shareholders, value being

represented b.Y the market price of the firm's ordinary stock.

The market price of a firm's ordinary stook represents

the focal judgment of all market partioipants as to what is ths

value of the partioular firm. It takes into aocount present and

prospect!ve eamings, the timing and risk of these earnings, and

any other factors that bear upon the market price of the stock.

Accepting the objective of the firm as the maximization

of the market prioe of its ordinary stock, capital investment

projects should be implemented only if the value of the share

holders' equity �ll rise as a consequence of the investments.

At bottom there are only two causes of rises in the market prioe

of ordinary stock: an increase in net earnings or a fall in the

rate at which those earnings are capitalized by the market. For

1
Harold Bierman, Jr. and Seymour Smidt, The Capital

Budgeting Decision (2nd. ed.; New Yorio Colller-Maomillan, 1(66),
pp. 4 - 5.
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exsmple" if an investment project results in increased earnings
per share of ordinar,y stock, the stock will rise in prico unless
the market increases the rate at which those earnines are

capitalized.

The use of this gauge - the effect of capital investments
on the price of ordinary stock rather than merely the effect On

earnings (or dividends) per share - glv s more dependable resultS
A corporation might borrow money to finance a project that promises
to yield a rate of return greater than the existing earnings per
share without the project. Although the project would iner aoe

earnings per share, it might not increase the market value of the
shares if the market - fearing tho riskiness of the !ncres ed debt

load - increased the ra e at which it capitalized the firm's

earnings.

In a highly oversimplifi�d sense, one cou d dODcribe

the capital budgeting process as the matching of funds uses and

funds sources until the economic return from additional investment

is equal to the additional cost entailed in using funds for this

purpose. As capital investment decisions almost always involve

projections into the future, this matching of the economic returns

of funds uses ith the cost of funds sources is undertaken 1.n an

environment of uncertainty.

There are thus three distinct components in the capital
budgeting process: an investment analysis, a cost of capital
analysis, and lastly, an analysis of risk or uncertainty. Invest

ment analysis will be the subject matter of �pter II, while
Chapters I I and IV will deal with coat of capital analysis and

risk analysis respectively•.
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CItAPl'ER II

llMC'l'MENl' ANALYSIS

Basically, the analysis of capital investment opportunities

involves two interrelated procedures, that of gathering data on the

components of investment an�sis, and that of analysis of the data.

Consequently, the ohapter is divided into two sectional the first

exawJnes the problem of collecting data on the components of invest

ment analysis, while the second examines the analysiS of the data

acoording to oertain measures of investment worth.

I. COMPONEm'S OF INVES'IMEm ANALYSIS

One of the basic features of cap!tal budgeting 1s that

there are usually more oppo�un1t1es for iuvestmant than funds avail

able for the purpose. Consequently, rational investment analYSis

requires th development at any one time of a list of investment

opportunities ranked in order of their desirabilit.y. Generally,

the various criteria used for this purpose are given in terms of

eoonomic advantage (except "'here no economic return can be

measured, such as in the case of rest rooms or reoreational facilities

for employees) \!blch implies the need to evaluate the investl!lent

outlay required with the economic benefits reoeived. The investment

outlay is represented b,y the net investment required for th( project,

�e the economic benefits are represented � the operating cash

flows generated b.1 the investment.

Cash flows rather than accounting profits are used because

they are a more objective me s e 0 investment 'WOrth. Whereas

the receipt of cash is a tangible and clearly defined �vent, the

measurement of profit is sub ect to the individual accountant's

interpretation of various acc unting principles and concepts.

Furthermore, cash 1s the more relevant measure because to make

additional profit there must be cash to reinvest.

In collecting the data, care should be taken to see that

the oash flow information iSipresented on an incremental basis.

The term incremental refers to the additional revenue or cost

expected from the project: i Thus one should take into account

revenues and costs which will be caused b.Y the project, but

avoid counting revenues and costs vhicb would take place without

the project, or which would be caused by some other project.

The appropriate quantity should be the expected difference

in the compacy's position�v.i.th the project and 'Without it.
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Net Investment

The first quantity to be dete ined 1s the net investment
required. The net investment refers to the amount of fUnds committed
to the project and includes the cost of acquiring capital assets
(including freight oharges, installation costs, and similar outlays)
plus non-e.cquis!ti e outlays such as advortising and research and
development expenditures wen the are incurred. Other items \lhich
should also be included as part of the investment are increases in
the level of 'WOrking capital occasion by the project, together with
any investment in auxilIary faoilities contingent with the acceptance
of the proj ct. ere an asset is being replac d, the salvage value
that can obtained from its disposal can be considered as a

reduction of the investment in the nevasset.1

QperatinS Cash Flows

'l'he second C!uanti y to be determin d is tho economic
benefits or returns that re expected to accrue to the firm as a

rasult of 1 ts cash outlay - these are normally in the fom of
recurr ng oash inflows. Here it is useful to consider the major
types of invostment projocts generally handled.

One of the co onest classes of c pita! expenditure are

those outlays made to reduce the cost of operations CUTI'e.'ltly ca.rricd
on. For such investment projocts. the relevant oporating cash flows
are the dIfferential costs sav d by instituting the project in lieu
of tho old method of operation.

A second major class of capital expenditUres oonsists of
investment projects whoso purpose is to provide additional profits.
In these cases the relevant operating casn flows are the net cash
inflows that result from the differenoe between the additiona! revenue
generated and the additional exp naes inourred,

Finally, a considerable number of investment projocts
either canno be r adily analyzed in their economic effeots upon
1he nterprise, or are so obviously deSirable that detailed analysis
is unnecessary. Amone the former are such outlays as employee
parking lots, reception rooms for customere, and recreational
facilitios, whose benefits must be established purely on the basis
of management judgment. ong the latter are such necessar,y outlays
as the restoration of a Yashed-out section of a rail� line or th

replacement of equipment destroyed by fire.

In determining the operating cash flows of an investment,
five fnctors warrant special consideration: they are the salvage
value of the proposed investment, finanCing costs, opportunit,y
costs, depreciation, and income taxes. Depreciation and inoome
taxes will be considered jointly because they are inter-related.

1The term salvago value ref rs to salvage net of removal
and disposal costs.

-6-
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Salvage Value: The funds obtained from the disposal of the newinvestment when it is .rotired will increase the flow of cash in thelast period and as such the salva 0 value of the new investment canbe oonsidered as part of the operating cash flows of the last p riod.

:nnancing Co ts: lhere is some confusion as to wether financingcosts should be deduotod from the expeoted cash inflow. 2 As far a.s
disoounted cash flow techniques are coneemed, interest should not be
deducted from the expected cash inflows. This is because interest
is nlready taken into consideration b,y tbo discount rate and to deduct
it from the expeoted cash inflow lIould amount to doublo-eounting.However, �en methods other than discounted cash flow techniques are
used, interest should be deduoted from the expected oash inflows.

Opportunity Costs: If the project involves a transfer of resources
from another part of the oompany, the opportunity coat of these re
sources (i. e. the aaourrt foregone by using them this Wfq rather thananother) should be offset against the expected cash inflows. If
this were not done, the cash infiO\lJl would be overstated because the
firm by using the resources in an alternative way has lost the
benefits that acorued �hen the resourc s �re used in some other way.

Depreciation and Income Taxes: Presumably, most investment projectswill increase the prof!tability of the enterprise or at least maintain
its profitability. Increased profits normally mean increased income
taxes and since income taxes involve an actual cash outflow the
anticipated cash inflows of the project must be reduced b.y the
flIllount of the tax increase attributa.ble to the project.

The computation of income taxes is complicated. by the fact
that 'Whereas the economic gains from an investment are caloulated in
the form of cash now, income taxes are ccJ.culated on the basi of
accounting profits. The difference between cash flows and accounting
profits is found in suoh acoounting allocations as depreCiation.
As tbe assets of the investment proj ect are also subject to deprecia
tion, this depreciation must be considered insofar as it affects
income taxes. The operating cash floW's can be adjusted for depre-
ciation and inoome taxes as followss

2Financing costs as used here r fer to the interest cost
of debt finanoing.

-7-
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Atter tax accounting profit 450

Pre-tax operating cash flolm

Depreoiation

Taxable accounting profit
Income Tax 50%

1,000
$ 100

900
450

---

Relevant Cash Rlova

Pro-tax operating cash flows
Income Tax

$) 1,000
$ 450

After tax oporating oash flows $ 550

From the ��le it can be seen that the difference between

after tax accounting profit and after tax operating cash flows is

equal to the depreciation allocation. Thus the after tax operating

cash flows is nothing more than the after tax accounting profits

with depTeciation'added back.

Economic Life

An important consideration in investment analysis is the

anticipated economic life of the invest ant project as this has a

bearine on i s economic worth. The economic life of an investment

refers to the period durine llhich the investment is expected to

yield economic boncflts. It is important to differentiate between

the economic life of a project and its physical lifo - it is of

little consequence whether an asset is physically perfect if no

economic benefits can be obtained from its operation.

It 1s often difficult to estimate the oconomic life of an

investmen+, ut he effort must b made because the length of time an

investment is exp eted to be productive is an important determinant

of the total benefits that will be recoived from the investment.

In connection with the economic life of an investment it

is also important to examine the time pattern in which the benefits

are to be received. Ver,r often tho economio benefits from an

investment are patterned unevenly over time and thus the cash flow

estimates must reflect this variation in the time trend of oarnings.

This is because the pattern of cash flows can make quite a difference

in the relative desirability of alternative investment proposals.

-8-
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II. MEASURES OF INV ..ST . .fENl' �IOHl'H

Having dov loped oash flow information concerning pros
pective capital inv atments, some measure or oriterion of investment
worth is needed in order to be able to rank intelligently the many
possible investments. There arc five basic types of measure, each
with its advantages and dbadvanta B. They are:

1) Subjeotive judgment

2) The payback period

.3) The simple rate of return

4) The internal rate of return

5) 1 at. present value

bere aro, of course, many other measures of investment

worth, but they are essentially variations of the basic measures

listed abov •

SUbjective Judgment

StriotlY speaking, subjecti e judgment cannot be regarded
as a measure of investment wrth. No atte1llpt is made to determine
with aey accuracy the cash floys involved, and even if this is done,
the data is not subjeoted to any rational test or criterion of
investment worth. Tho benefits, as far as theyare-dotermined,
are weighed in the minds of management; then their opinions and
hunches decide the approval or rejection of the propoaal. The
decision is often ooloured by factors that mayor may not have a

bearing on the truo worth of the investment.

Subjective judgment is usually used by thoso firms whioh
feel that t nourrt of timo spent in ma};ing detailod investment

analysis is not justified b,y the results. However, even firms

whioh have clearly defined capital investment procedures often

resort to subjective judgrrent for those investments that seem so

obviously desirable or neceasary that management feels that thoro

is no necessity for d tailed analysis.

Evaluation of this measure

Subjective judgment is obviously a poor measure of

investment worth. The investment decision is based upon

manag ment I s opinions and feelings rather than upon a oritical

evaluation of project profitability. Subjective judgment,
therefore, does not provide a rational and objective basis for

the evaluation and oomparison of investment proposals. Conse

quently, proposed projects cannot be assembled and arranged in

a ladder of priority and aoceptnnoe standards for the ncoep snce

or rejection of investment proposals cannot be established.
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are

However, d spite its glaring defects, there/cases whore

subjectiv Judgment is the only measure possible. rho provi�ion of

rest rooms and recreational facilities for employees, where no

economic benefits oan be moasured, are cases in point.

£a.yback Feriod

A criterion or measure which has been wi ely used for

evaluating the defJirability of investment propo ala is the payback
period. The payback period can be defined as tho length of time

required for tho otr am of cash proceeds produced by an investment

to equal the original cash outlay r�quired by the investment.3

If an investment is oxpeoted to produco a stream of cash

inflows that is constant from year to year, then the paybaok period
can be determined by dividing the net investment required by e

annual net cash inflow xpeoted. 'rhus an inv stment requiring an

outlay of 15,000 will be paid for" in three years if it produces
net cash inflows of 5,000 per year.

��en the net cash inflows aro not oonstant from year to

year, the payback period is determined by acoumulating the annual

net cash inflo until recovery of the not investment is accomplished.

Using th above example, suppose that the annual net cash inflows

vere as follo :

�
Annual nat cash inflo\lS

1 6,000

2 4,000

3 4.000

, 2,000k

In the first three years, 14,000 of the net investment will b

recovered, leaving 1,000 to be recovered in the fourth year. The

payback period is thus: 3 years + ( 1,000 I 82 t000 ) = 3. 5 years.

A leas accurate method of oalculating the payback period

is to average the net cash inflowa over th� economic life of the

investment or some other arbltrar,y period. Using the above

example, the average net cash inflows over the projects' economic

life lrould be ,000 eiving a payback period of 3.75 years. Though

the difference in results are slight, the i�pact on the ranking

of proposals competing for funds or being compared to a pre

determin d standard can be substantial.

�ierman and Smidt, Opt cit. p.21.
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2 5,000

7,000

Using the pqbaok oriterion, :funds are allocated to the

various propo als on tha basis of the length 01: the payback period.
If the payback period calculated is less than some maximum aoceptable
standard, the proposal will be accepted, if not, it will be rejected.

Evaluation of this measure

The greatest virtue of the payback period is its extreme

simplicity. It is easily understood and presents no great d1fficu1�
ties in computation. It functions qUite effectively as a coarse

screen in the early stages of project evaluation, weeding out

obviously unsuitable proposal. Payback is also useful for compar'»

ing the relative risks of alternative proposals. Supposedly, the
ahort r the payback period the Less risky tho proposal.

The p�back period, however, bas two major ehortcomings,
First, it fails to consider cash flo�s after the payback period.
ConsequontlY it oanno be regarded as a measure of proJ. tability;
profit is a function of the benefits flo'Wing a£ter the recovery of

the investment, not the length of time necessary to make the recover,y.
B.y disrogarding cash flows after tho payback period, the p�back method

can lead to errors in the choice of investment alternatives. Thuw,
on the basis of the payback period an investment costing )10,000 that

returns 5,000 a year for only two years vould be ranked above one

that would return �4,OOO a year for fi�e years merely beeauce tho

former recoups the investment in a shorter time.

Second, the payback period does not recognize the signifi
cance of the time value of money4:4 This is because it does not take

account of the timing of cash flows during the peybaok period.
Consider two investment proposals, each requiring a net in�estment

of 15,000, whose annual net cash inf'low are as follo'WSs

1

Proposal A

7,000

5,000

';,000

Proposal B

$ .;,000

Year
-

Although both in�estments have the same payback period of three years,

t� are not equally desirable. �om the standpoint of the time

value of money, the more rapid return of the net investment in tho

case of proposal A makes it more desirable than proposal B.

4
.The concopt of the time value of mone,y statos that a

dollar roceived to-d� is �orth more than a dollar received some

time in the future.

- 11 -
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Thus, tho paybac period can be very deceptive as a measure

of investment worth. Nevertheless, it continu s in use, frequently

as a supplement to other more sophisticated methods. It does afford

management a limited inSight into the risk and liquidity of an

investment proposal, but because of its major shortcomings it cannot

be considered a valid measure of investment worth,

Simple Rato of Return

The simple rate of return is an accounting method and

unliko other methods vhich employ operating cash flows, it is baaed

upon accounting income or profits. In this method the average

annual profits of an investment are divided by the amount of capital

invested to arrive at a percentage rate of return.5 .

There are tvo basic variations in computing the simple

rat.o of return. The first method uses initial investment as 'the

denominator while the second method uses a7erage investment. If

strqlght-line depreciation is employed the average investment Ls

exactly half the initial investment.
In effect tho rate of return

based on average investment would be twice that based on in!tis!

investment. However, so long as there 1s eonslstenc.y it does not

make very much differenoe which method is used.

When the simple rate of return is used as a measure of

investment worth, investment proposals arc aocepted or rojected

on the basis of bether their expected rates of return come up to

a stipulated minimum or out-off rate. 'fhua if the cut-off rate

vero 15 percent, projects which promise a rate of return groater

than 15 pere nt will be aocepted Yhile those that do not como up

to this standard will be rejected.

'valuation of this measure

IJ.ke the peybacK method, the principal virtue of the Simple

rote of return is its Simplicity. However, this very simplicity

reault3 in it being a m dioere measure of invest.mcnt worth. The

simple rate of return is at bost only an approximation of the true

rate of return of an investment. It does give a fair indication of

project profitability and is adequate if a firm's investmont projects

are roughly similar in economic life and in their time trend of

earnings.

The prinCipal shortcomings of this measure are that it is

based upon accounting income rather than upon cash floys and that

it fails to take account of the time pattern of earnings. By tak

ing an annual average of earnings over the life of a projoct the

simple rate of return ignores the: time value of money; earnfngs in

the last year are given the same veigbt as earnings in the first

year but as has been seen, near money has great r economic value

5The term "profits" ao used here refors to pr f S tl_ter

taxes and net of interest costs and peprociat1on.
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than distant money. The use of the simple rate of return can there

fore lead to an incorrect ohoice of investments.

Suppose there are two investment proposals cash costing
10,000 and they are expected to produce the following profits:

� Proposal A Proposal B

1 4,000 $ 1,000

2 .3,000 2,000

.3 2,000 3,000

4 1,000 4,000

The average annual profits for both proposals are $2,500 and the

initial investment is 10,000 giving a rate of return or

25 peroent for both proposals. Howver, few, if any, firm would

be equally favourable to both projects. Most would prefer
proposal A which providega higher income in the early years.

The simple rate of return thus leaves much to be desired

as a measure of investment worth. However, liko the p�baok
method, its simplicity has led to its widespread use.

Introduction to Discounted Cash Flow Methode

It has been seen that the main shortooming of the methods

discussed eo far is that they fail to take account of the timing of

cash flovs. They ignore the fact that ftmoney has valug in

distinct relationship to the timing of its possession", The

rest of this chapter examines two discounted cash flow methods

which take account of both the magnitude and the timing of expected
cash flows over a project's economic life. The two methods are

the internal rate of return method and the net present value method.

Before proceeding, hovever, it is necessar,y to introduco

and explain the ooncept of the present value of a future sum, since

the concept is utilized in both the measures in one way or another.

Present Values

Reference was made earlier to the faot that a dollar re

ceived toooday is worth more thanadollar received some time in the

future. This is because a dollar received to� can be invested

to earn a return for its owner. Should he choose to receive the

dollar a year from now, he ill forgo the money he might earn over

the course of the year on the present dollar. To illustrateJ

if a person received 1 to-d� and invested it at S per cent

�rich A.Helfert, Teohniques of financial Analysis

(rev.ad.; Homewood, Ill.s Richard D.Irwin, Inc., 1967),
p.157.

- 13 -
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per annum, that dollar vould have grow to �1.05 at the end of one

year. If, hOllever, he had received the 1 a year later, the dolayed
$1 would be 'Worth only 1/ 1.05 or .952 since that is the amount he

would have to invest to-day at 5 percent to have 1 a lear f�om nov.

l'he .952 is thus the present value of $1 a year from no,", discounted

at 5 peroent •

A formula baa been derived that makes possible the oaloul

ation of the present value for any sum of money.

= (1 + r)n
s

where PV is the present value, S is the sum of money to be disoounted,
r is the discount rate, and n is the year in which the money is

received.

Using a discount rate o£ 10 percont, the present value of

$1 received a year from nov i8

1
=

(1 + 0.10)1
IS =

and the present value of 1 received two years from nov is

PV = (1 + 0.10)2

Fortunately', present value tables are available that glve the

appropriate discount factors for various rates of interest and for

various time spans. A portion of such a present value table 1s

shown in Appendix I.

When a series of oash flovs are uniform OVer the entire

period, it is known as an annu1ty and special annuity tables are

also available that give the appropriate discount factors for such

annulties. An example of an annulty table is shown in Appendix

II.

Internal Rate of Return

The internal rate of return for an investment proposal

is the rate of interest or discount that equates the present
value of the net investment with the present value of the operat

ing cash nows. Mathematically, it is represented by that rate,

r, such that

I
t = 0

=0

- 14-
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(1 + r)2
+ •••••••••••••• +

where At is the cash f10\1 for period e, wether it be a not cash inflow
or outflow, and n is the last p riod in which a cash now is expected.

If the initial cash outlay or net investment occurs at time 0,
the above equation can be �ressed as

<1 + r)

Thus, r is the rate that discounts the stream of future operating cash

flows - A1 througb An - to equal the initial net invostment at time
o - Ao.

for investments with uneven annual operating cash flow, the

internal rate of return has to be determined by trial and error using
present value tables. The proo dUN is as follow. startihg with an

arbitraty discount rate, find for that rate the present values for both

the net investment and the operating cash flows. If the present value
of the operating cash flows exceeds tho present value of the net invest..

ment, then some bigher discount rate would make them equal. By a

process of trial and error and interpolation, the internal rate of return

can thus be determined.

The rate of return for investments with uniform operating
cash flows is more easily determined. Simply divide the net invest

ment b.r the annual operating cash flows to obtain the discount factor.
The factor can then be located in the prosent value tables and the

internal rate can be read off or interpolated.

Th acceptance criterion genera1� employed with the internal

rs.to of return 1s to compare it with a minimum required rate or return,
known as the cut-orf or hurdle rate. If the internal rate of return

exceeds this minimum rate the project is accepted; if not, it is rejected,

Evaluation of this measure

The internal rate of return i undoubtedly superior to the other

ethods described so far. It is accurate and gives the true rate of

return on an investment. It considers the earnings of a project over its
entire life and places greater value upon earnings Which are generated
early in a project' life compared with those which occur later.

The method provides a single objective yardstick for ranking
investments according to their relative desirability. The internal

rate 01 return is calculated in such a way as to make it directly
comparable to the firm's cost of capital. This helps to determine

whether a pr06eet will yield more than the cost of funds used to finance

it.

- 15 -
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The basic drawback of the internal rate of return is that
using it without reference to other factors may lead to the ohoice of
less attractive proposals. For example, in ohoosing botveen
alternatiTe investments, it makes quite a difference Vhether a
100 percent return can be obtained from a 00,000 investment or
wether a JIJ percent return can be obtained on a $500 ,000 investment,Looking, at the rate of return alone, management would choose the
smaller investmont, but it would clearly be nore advantageous to
implement the larger investment.

A more detailed discussion of the relative merits and
demerits of the int mal rate of return is deferred to a later
stage when it will be compared with the net present value method.

Net Present Value

In the net present value method, all cash flows are dis...
counted to present value using the firm's desired or required rate
of return, also known as the discount rate. The net present value
of an investment proposal is

At

Where C is the present value of the net investment and tho other
symbols have the same definitions as those used for the internal
rate of return.

USing the given discount rate the appropriate discount
factor is obtained from the present value tables and applied to the
operating cash flows and the net investment to get their present
values. The operating cash flows and the net investment so

valued are tben netted out to yield the net present value of the
investment.

If the net present valuo is equal to, or greater than,
0, the proposal 1s accepted; if not, it 1s rejected, Another �
of expressing the acceptance criterion is to say that the project
will be accepted if tho present value of operating oash flows
exceeds the present value of the net investment.

Because the above results are expressed in absolute
Hther than relative magnitudes, it is not possible to rank
investment proposals. Hovever, it is possible to compute a

profitability index that enables different projects to be
compared.

Profitability index = Present value of operating cash tlo�
Present value of net investment

- 16 -
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If the profitability index is equal to» or gl"otlter tban, 1, the

proposal 1. ace ptablo. The profitability index thus con tructed,
eDables project to be ranked acoording to their relative dea1rabU1ty.

JyaluatioB of this measurn

The net prG8ent value method baa muoh the same adventage8
and merits a8 the int mal rate of return method. Like tho

tnt mal rate of retum, 1t takes into acoount both the magnitude and

the timing of cash flove and as such recognizos that money has a time

value. Th :main drawback of the net prosent value method 18 that it

docs not indicate what i he rate of return on the investment aotual.l.y .

is - s.ll it does is to indioate whether a project ia prof!table or not.

Net Pre,eat Value Versus Internal Rate.of J1etUl"\l

The net pre8� value o..ad internal rate of return methods

are theore'l.ioally the mqBt accurate of all the m _ure ot invoet-

ont wrtb and th re i Aot muoh to choose betvoen them. In general
they 1 d to the same accept or reject decision. Figure 1

illustrates the relationel'dp between net present valuo and the

internal rate of return for a typical inv6ptment projeat.•

Net PresOJIt
Value
( )

25 Discount
rat (%)

Figure 1. Relation Betwen Internal Rate and Net Present Value

When the discount rate i,< 0, net present value 18 equal to

the total cash inflow les8 the total oash outflows of tho project.
As the discount rate incrO.8seo, the present value of future cash

inflow d creasos relative to the present value of cash outflows.

- 17 -
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"

At the intercept, the net present value of the projeet is 0. 'rho'

discount rat at that point represents the internal rat of return

tbAt equates tho present value of cash inflows with the present value
of cash outflo •

.

If the required ra.t of retum is 10 percent, the net present
valu of the projeot i 00 while the internal rate of return 1s 'tS
percent. The project 'WOuld thus be aocepted using both the approaches.
If the required rate of return is greater than 15 percent, then the

project vould be rejected by both the methods. The net present value
and the internal rate of return methods therefore produce identical

results where simple acoept or rejoct decisions are concerned;

However, there are 0 rtain differences inherent in the two methods

such that when applied to certain typos of investments they do lead

to different results.

MutuallZ Exclusiva Invest ent I When two investment proposal" are

mutually exclusive so that only one oan be selected, the two methods

can give contradictory result." Suppose a firm bad two mutually
exclusive investment proposals that wre expected to generate the

following cash flows,

!!!E Proposal A Proposal B

1 10,000 • °

2 10,000 5,000
3 10�OOO 10,000
4 10,000 ,32,675

The net investment for both projects is $23,616. Internal rates of

return for prOposals A and B arc 2S percent and 22 percant respect
ively. If' the discount rate is 10 percent, the net present values
of A and B are $8,083 and 13,74) respectivel,.. Thus proposal A is

preferred if the internal rate of return is used as the acceptance
crtterion, while proposal B will be pre.ferred if the criterion is

net present value.

The conflict bet en the two methods arises out of their

differing assumptions about the rate at which funds can be reinvested •.

The internal rate of return method implies that funds are reinvested

at a rate equal to the internal rate of retrun. The present value

method, on the other hand, implies that funds are reinvested at a rate

equivalent to the required rate of r&turn 'Which 1s used as the discount

rate.

The question of which method is superior hinges upon vha.t is

the appropriate rate of reinvestment for the intermediate cash flows

released. The net present value method is generall,. oonsidered to be

the theoretically superior method. This is because vith tho net present

value method the implied reinvestment rate is the same for all proposals.

This rote is the rate of return 'Which management feels is the minimum

acceptable return for any project and thus the reinvestment rate implied

b.Y the net present value method is more realistic.

- 19 -
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With the internal rat of return method, the reinvestment

rate differs from proposal to proposal, depending upon the internal

rate of return of each proposal. For proposals with a high internal
rate of return, a high reinvestment rate is a sumed; for proposals
with a lOll internal rate of r turn, lov r investment rate is assumed.

OnlY' rarely will th internal rat.e of return calculated represent the
relevant rate of reinvestment of intermediate cash flow.

Ranking of Investment and Capital Rationing: An obvious consequence

of the fact that th internal rate of return can produce results diff...

rent from the net p sent, value method 1s that this m� give rise to a

conflict in the ranking of investment proposals. This problem 1s

accentuated if the firm, instead of accepting all projects that are

favourable, engages in capital rationing, that is,. it allocates a certain

fiDd sum of money for capital investments.

In such a case, the group of investment proposals selected

by the use of the internal rate of return can be different and

probabzy would usual.ly be different, hom th group selected when the

criterion is present valu rattier than rate of return, Lorie and

Savage contend that when there is a conflict in ranking, the present
value method produces the better Haulta. This is because, bY' defi
nition, the present value rule maximizes the present value of the firm's

net wrth while the rate of return may not.7

!iultiple Rate. of IJ!turns There is yet another aspect in which the

internal rate of return is inferior to net present value. Lorie and

Savage have pointed out that investment propoaals with terminal casB
outlays can conceivably have more than one internal rate of return.

To illustrate the possibility of multiple rates of return, Solomon has

given S1) cific cash flows to the original "pump" proposal of Lorie and

Savage.9 The investment proposal consists of an oil pump that can

7James H. Lorie and Leonard J. Savage, "Three Probloms in

tioning Capi al," Journal of Busines@, XXVIII (October, 1955),
reprinted in Ezra Solomon, ed., Th Management of Cozporate Capital
(New York: The Free Prees of Glencoe, 1959) p. 65.

8.l9.!S., pp. 63-64-

9Ezra Solomon, t1'1'he Arithmetic of Capital BUdgeting Decidon., I

Journal of Bwtiness, XXII (April, 1956), reprinted in Solomon, ad.,

pp. cit., pp. 74-79.
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o t 0 oil out of the ground taro pidly tha..'l the
tl •

By operating the pre nt pump 'tho invo tOl" can expoct 10,000
nov oth r 10,000 YO are tl'CICl nov By illata lUng

the 1 r p wlch oosta 1,600, ho at $tO,COO "_".from
nov and nothing.ft that. 'lite ca h fl.ovl Qt tho proposal can he
vie as :folIo &

�tal Cuh no
Jlut to l!m!!tment

If tb in rat 0 retur! is calcul ted for the a projeot t\lO
en ob ained, n It.t 2S ro nt and /PJ pel"CcJlt, n�ither of

vhioh is cor ct. 1'he fault II in the inoorrcct app11 t10n of the
usual prescription or tindi.n; the lntet"1Ul1 rate,�. tinding th

rat deb ,uee the discounted cub flaw to Ml'O.

a clo8 r Uon ot the Pl'Oj Cit it can be soon that

all iD ostsent a v 1 to return 10,000 to the investor a rear
Ii • 'fbD rolav t ue&tlon t ...; What 18 1t 'WOrth to tho 1.,.,.

tor to reeoi 10,.000 one 7etJ.r :ller than he woul othe se e

received i? This q &tI0D. in tum, depends upon the rate of ret�

on invest.ont QpportlU11tl0 a 11able to the y"tor. If the inveetor

cxp ott> to be ble to put the 0,000 to vork t a j'ield of 20 percent
er annum, thon tt1n tho OOIlY' a year earlier i wrlh ,000, to be

received at t 10 of tho Year 2 The 1.nterna1 rat of roturn tbat

equates tho pre V 18 of this ount to tho proeent value ot the

1nitial au hy of ,600 1 11.8 Teet. U ina this approach, sirdlar
inv :rtr:Iont proposal can be eYaluated t.o tinC! one ean1ngfUl:rot ot

r turn.

The Ib1Uty of multiple rates of turn thus SOl'V 8 to

empha iao tho t uo sa of tho internal rate r :retum

app U 1 a oppo eel to the net present valuo metbod. On balanco it

would the for pp that tnt prelumt valuo �hod 1 sup cr10r

to tho internal of rotum I!l thod.
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II!

COS OF OAPrrAL

Th <loci ion to ace t n investment project depends not. onl.y

on e expect roturno fro the invo t nt but Blao OIl th m tbod and

cost of lts flnano�. In accordAllC8 with the ob.1 ctlv of tho .firm

defined Ii· , long u t expec ed rate of return eXOfled& the

40st of capt 1, the inv atment should be de. If tbi. ace ptanoa

rul toUovcd, t: et pr.tce", the COm.pa.l\f'8 stock eupposodl7

vJ.11 be aaxhdsed OV'er the long run. be coat ot C)8.pital, then ..

presents a 0 t-off rat for the allocation of capital to inve8tr.1ent

proJootsJ in theory, it hould be the rat of retttrJ). on proj at i t

w.Ul 1 v: unchanged the . t prlc of tho co IUl3' 1 a stock.'

There II8l'l1 �oe ible sources 0 funds rlth \lhich to

� at ant project and soh ot the.. 1J011rces baa coat.

SeldOll, ho r, 1 th$ cost of cap!tal to the fim hued solely OIl

tho cost or a apaciflc source of financing. This is becnu� t u e

of eno source of 1'uDdiJ cha!l888 the condl¢_lou under Which th other

sourcOD of fUnd C8ll be U8 • Bot.lQ'fer, in ord r to eaau.re an

overall co t of capital to the fim, it I. neoetllW"Y' to consider .fIrst

th co ta or the peclfie ethode of financing..2

I. SP IF.IC COBrS

Gen ly, the coat of a ,ourc& of .financing Is the di count

rat t t oquat 8 t pre t value of tho runds receiveti by the fin

with thopst value of apooted outflow. Tb Be outflow mq be

in the fo of itltereat ta, rep&11Rtmt ot princ1pnl or divIdend••

the Uc1t coat of sp eifie l!lethod of financing can

!ned by olYing tb folloving equatIon tor :

1J8IlGS C.V HOrAo, £1panc.� ::mem nt Md Pcl1W (Ene1ewod

Cliffe, .J; t ntlce-lJ 11, Inc., 1, p.1 o,

2m cost will be expre sed em an arter- basio to

conform 'With tb expression of nvos ant project. co. h flovs on

an after-tax basiB.
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:: t.
t=1

( 1)

where ::: tho net amount of funds received by the firm at time 0

and Ct ::I tho outnov in period t a�justed for the appropriate taxes.

Cost of Debt

If the firm receives the full face value of the debt issue

the cost of debt is s1mp� the interest rate adjusted for taxes. It
the cost of debt is denoted by k, then

k = (1 .. t) r I (2)

where t :: the marginal tax rate

and r :: the nominal interest rate

Bonds are frequently sold nt a price differing from their

face value. In such cases the approximate cost of bonds sold at

either a discount or a premium is given by
I

k :: (1 - t) £.r + 1/n {P - C:O).1
-b ( Qo + p )

(:;)

were P is the _f.ace ·Vall'.O of the bond and n is the number of years

to maturicy, tho other toms having the de.f1.nUions elready given.
The tam 1/n (P - Qo) represents the amortization of the premiUIh
or discount over the life of the bond and is negativa in the case

of an issue sold at a premium. The deonominator reflects the

average amount outstanding during the ill. of the bond. The

formula is only an �pproximation of the explicit cost because it
does not take account of differences in tho size and timing of

"inking fund p�ents.

If perpetual bonds are used, the appropriate formula

for the explicit cost of debt is

k :: (1 - t). r (4)
Qo
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(5)

The cost of preference stock is a function of its stated
dividend. Uividend,s on preference stock though not legal obligations
are considerod a cost just as the interest on debt is oonsidered a cost.
Tbis is because most corporations that issue preferance stock iniend
to pay tho stated dividendi the eonsequencoe of failure to do so can be
extremely oeriou •

It is usual to treat the div1dend on pre.ference stock as a

porpetual obligation and as such the cost of prefer€nce stoCk can be
represented as

were D is the stat d annual dividend and
0 represent the net

proceeds of the preference stock issue.

The cost of preferenco stock need not be adjusted for taxes
because the dividends are paid after taxes.

The cost of preference stock is more acourately calculated
by using Fq. (1) partioularly when thero is a Sinking fund involv d
or 'When the compe..ey intends to call the issue after a certain duration.
Usually, ho�ever, preference stoek is treated as a perpetual securit,y
and Eq. (5) is used.

Cost of Equity Capital

Tho cost of equity capital is b.1 .far the most difficult cost
to measure. There is no directly measurable cost aa there j s in the
case of interest for bonds and dividends for preference stock.
Dividends on ordinar,y stock are deolared at the disorotion of the Board

of Directors and �ilo many companies strive for a stable and oonsistent

dividend poliC,f, others p� erratio dividends or nono at all.

In order to determine the cost of equity capital one has to

look at the problom from the standpoint of the stookholdors' interests.
It has been seen that further investment in the firm is 'Worthvhile if,
and only 1f, it i expected that such investment lollll leave unchanged
the market price of the firm's stock. The cost of equity capital may
thus be defined as the minimum rate of return that the company must

earn on the equity-financed portion of an investment projeot in order
to leave unohanged the market price of the stock.)

Various methods of measuring the cost ot equity cap!tal have
been developed but, of these, only two can be considered to be

theoretioally valid. The first method bases the cost of equity

)
Ibid., p.115
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capital on the oxp cted earnings per ahare while the socond method bases
it on the exp cted dividends per s • In ord r to study the cost of
equity capital in isolation it will be assumed for the moment
that the company has a finanoial structure consisting sole� of ordinar,y
stooke

Earnings Valuation ModeJJ The first approaoh to the cost of equity
capital claims that tho expected earnings-price ratio is the correct
measure of the cost at equity capital. Using this approach the cost
of. equity capital i expressed qy

E
k = (6)

= the expeoted average future earnings per share
if the proposed investment were not made

and Po = the current market price per share.

According to this approach, if the proposed investment produces
earnings per share for the new shares equal to that which would have been
earned on existing shares without tho investment, the market price of the
eompatG" , S ordinar.r stock will be left unchanged.

.

Dividend. Valuation Mod 1: The proponents of this method assert that
dividends rather than earnings are the relevant factor influencing
stock prices. According to them the stookholder has an int�rest in
earnings only because they affect future dividends or stock prices.4
The market price of a conlpany I a stock is said to be dep ndent on market
expectations of the compan,'s future dividends. tore precisely, th
value of ordinar,y stock to investors is the present value of the future
stream of expected dividends or symbolioa.l..ly

P = D1
o

(1 + k)
+ •••••••+ +

(1 + k)2

00

or Po = I
t=o

(7)
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Where Po = the market price of a ahare of stock at time 0

Dt = the dividends per share expected in period t

and k = the discount rate appropriate for that risk oompany.

The cost or quity capital is obtained by' solving the above equation
for k.

If the dividend6 of the comp8.l:I1 are expected to grovat a

constant rate, g, Eq. (7) becomes

Do (1 + g)
+

Do (1 + �)2 ... +
Do (1 + a)OO (8)

Po = (1 + k) (1 + k)
H.....

(1 + k)OO

Assuming that k is greater than g and dividends are paid out and

discounted continuous�, Eq.(S) reduces to

Po = Do
k _.g

whence the cost of equity capital is

k = Do
-

Po
+ g

(9)

Underprig,pg and Flotation 00 ts:, The issue of nev ordinary stock to

the public generally involves two expenses.. In the first place, some

underpricing of the new issue relative to ourrent market prices i8

usually necessary to insure success of the issue. In the second place,
there are underwriting cost, brokerage fees, and other selling e�enae8.

The cost of equity capital oaloulations have to be modified to take

aocount of these items. 'l'his can be accomplished b;r simply substltuting

Pn for Po in the appropriate equations, where Pn represents the net

receipts from the sale of ordinnry stock.

The cost of retained earnings is an oppurtunity cost in the

form of dividends forgone b.1 stockholders. In the abscenoc of taxation

the cost of retained earnings ought to be the same as that for netJ

equity capital (based upon the ourrent market price of the stock).
The oomp� should not retain earnings to finanoe inveltments Whose

yields are expected. to be loss than the cost of retained earnings.

Bather than invest in projects that promise a return lower than the

cost of retained earnings, the firm should distribute the earnings to

its shareholders 'Who presumably will be able to find more attractive

investments.; at 'WOrst, the shareholders can use the distributed

earnings to bey add!tiona! shnrea in the company, thereby earning a
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return equal to tho cost of retained earnings.

The problem posed by the income tax on dividends presents

serious conceptUal and practical difflcultiea. In Malaysia corporate

earnings are taxed at a rate of IIJ percent plus an additional 5 percent

development tax. The dividends paid out to shareholders are also

subjoct to tax. Howevor, it the shareholder's marginal tax rate is

lOller than the corporatdont s tax rate, he is entitled to a tax rebate.

'rhus, in effect, the dividends paid out by firma are taxed, not a.t

45 p rcent, but at the rate pplicable for each individual shareholder.

If the shareholder's tax rate is the same as the corporate

tax.rate, the cost of retained earnings is the same as tr.l8.t' calculated

in the absence of taxation. If the two rates are different, the

cost of retained earnings is calculatod as follows.

k = (1! t) kr
where t = the tax differenti,
and kr = the cost of retained· earnings in the absence of

taxation.

If the shareholder's marginal tax rate :ts greater than the corporate

tax ra.te, the tax differential is negative, and vice versa for

shareholders with marginal tax rates be+ow the corporate tax rate.

i

The difficulty in ealculatingitbe cost of retained earnings

is that, fu practice, the income tax rates to which shareholders are

subjeet diffor widely. The coat of retained ea:rnings to share-

holders in low tax brackots is higher than for shareholders in higher

tax brackets, end there 18 no way to resolve the conflict of interest

betwoen shareholders in the various income tax brackets.

Quirin, however, bas 8tlggested a makeshift solution to the

problem of differing income tax brackets. According to him, if the

comp� meets the minimUI4 return requirements of its tax-exempt

shareholders on sll thtl funds reinvested, it vill exceed the requirerraents

of the taxable shareholders and so there will be a situation where

none of the sbar holders will be made �rse off,
but some vill be made

better off, resulting in a olear gain.

rr, COsl' OF OAPITAL TO THE FIm

The problem of the cost of capital has given rise to

considerable controve�ong financial an�sts and theorists.

There are basically tvo areas of conflict: the .first centres round

5G• LUvid Quirin, 'he Ca�ital
Expenditure Decision (Homcwood,

Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967 P. 108.
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the shape of the cost function facing the firm, While the second

revolves round the effeot of capital structure on the cost of capital,

or more specifically, the tfect of leverage on the cost of capital.

The problem of the shape of the cost funotion will be discussed:rlrst.

There ar tvo schools of thought as regards the shape of the

cost function facing the firm. The first school contends that the cost

of capital to the firm 1s an average of specific costs weighted by their

respective shares in the firm's capital structure. Implicit in this

approach is the 'assumption that the cost of capital to the firm is a

horizontal or nearly horizontal schedule. 'Linds� and Sametz, on the

other hand, have proposed a different approach which the,r have named

"marginal sequential costing.
116 Their approach implies that the firm

faces a rising supply curve of funds,

Ueighted Average Cost Of Capital

The weighted average cost of capital is calculated as follows:

the specific costs of the different methods of financing used b.Y the

firm are weighted according to their respective shares in the company's

capital structure and the sum of these weighted costs is the weighted

average cost of capital. To illustrate its computation, suppose that

a firm has calculated the following specifio costs tor the different

oomponents of its capital structure.

Source of F1nancing Proportion Specific Cost Weighted Cost

:ro%
10
20
/IJ

'"
6
10
9

0.9%
0.6
2.0
..l&
7.1%

Debt
Preference Stock

Ordina:ey stock

Retained Earnings

The weighted average cost for the above firm is thus calculated to be

7.1, percent.

There is a differenoe of opinion among the proponents of this

pproach regarding the appropriate weights to be used. Childs favours

the use of book-value weights while Bierman snd Smidt and Weston, among

others, advooate the use of current market value weights .•
7 It would

6See Robert Lindsay and Arnold ll.Sametz, Financial �ement:
An Analytical Approach (HomelolOod, Ill.s Riohard D.Indn, Inc.�3),

Chapters 8 and 9.

7J • F.Childs, Lo� Term Financing (Englewood Cliffe, N.J. a

Prentice-Hall, 19(1), P.j/; Bierman and Smidt, op.cit., p.148; J.F.

Weston, Managerial Finance (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 1..linston, 1962),

p. 232.
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appear that current market v Iuee are the more appropriate wights.

This 1s beoause the specific costs of tho various sources of finance

are measured in terms of market values. The use of book value

weights would thus give rise to an inooosistenc". FUrthermore, the

valuation of the fil"lJl is based on market values tather than on book

v&l.ues and this gives further justification for the use of market

values as weights.

Marginal Sequential Cost of Cap!tal

The marginal sequential costing approach suggested b.Y

L1nds� and Sametl views the cost of capital to the firm as a rising

schedule comprising alternate amounts of debt, retained earnings and

o:Mina.r.r stoek. This marginal sequential eost of funds sohedule is

illustrated in Figure 2.

Cost

( % )

Debt Debt Debt

Amount of Financing

Figure 2. Marginal Sequential Costing of Funds

Source: Lindsay and Sarnetz, Financial Hanagement, 1967, p.235.

Beginning vith debt, the cheapest source from the standpoint

of specific costs, the firm can Ollly' issue a oertain amount of debt

before it has to build up its equity base. This is beoause the

relative cheapness of debt is only bJ;1ef'ly sustained. As the firm

attempt.s to take advantage of this relative cheapness, the debt

equity ratio will riso and \lith it the imputod cost of debt \lUI
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rise. However, once the firm has increased its equity basc, it
can then issue additional debt. The equity base is built first with
retained earnings and then with new lssutIJ of ordinary stock _

flotation costs and wes made retained earnings the cheaper of the
tw sourc s,

Comparison of the 'I'vo pproaohes

Of the two approaches, marginal sequential costing appears

to be more tenable - not so much because of its particular merits but

because of the defects inhorent in the weighted average oosting
approach.

The weighted average cost approach requires that funds be

raised in the proportions dictated by the firm's existing capital
struoture. Thus if the rirm required 1,000,000 in financing, this
amO\lnt would have to be raised from the firm f s various sources of

finance, in proportions corresponding to those prevailing in the fim t 8

capital structure. Quite apart from the practical diffioulties of

financing according to speoifio proport1.ons, this is not hov funds

are in fact raised.

Much more important, however, is the fact that the

weighted average oost method assumes that the past methods of raising
funds were and are ideal. '1'hat Is, it assumes that the firm already
bas the optimum capital structure and all it needs do is repea.t its

past pattern of finanoing forever. However, as Linds� and Sametz

have pointed out, oapital oosts are constantly in flux and these

ohanges in costs !IIey call tor �ges in the proportional weighting
of the vnrious foms of finance. FUrthermore, capital structure should

be viewed as being determined by a series of optimum financing
decisions and not vice versa as implied by the weighted average cost

approach.

Capital structure and the Cost of Capital

Financial theorists are divided in their opinion regarding

the relationship of capital structure to the cost of capital. On the

one hand arc the traditionalists, who view the cost of capital as

being dependent on capital structure thereby implying that there

exists an optimum capital structure. On tho other side aro Modigliani

and Miller 'Who view the cost of capital as completely independent of

capital structure.10

SL1ndsayand Sametz, op.cit., p.179.

9Ibid., p.185
10Franco Modigliani and Merton H.Miller, I�he Oost of Capital

Corporation inance and the Theory of Investment,
II American Economio

Review, XLVIII (June, 1958), pp.2f1-297, reprinted in, Ezra Solomon, ed.,

The Mana ement of Co orate ital (New Yorka 'l'he Free Press of Glencoe,

Inc., 1959 , Page references in subsequent footnotes are to the latter.
version.
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The Traditional Viewpoint

The traditional view of the effect of leverage on the cost

of capital is that the firm can lower its cost of capital � th

judicious usa of debt. It is argued that certain amounts of debt

can be raised at a cost below the cost of equity, either at constant
cost or at a cost increasing slightly as the debt-equit,y ratio rises.
The use of debt incroases the financial risk of the firm thereb,y
increasing the coat of equity capital. However, in the initial

stages of leverage the increase in the cost of equity capital is
insufficient to offset entirely the benefit of using oheaper debt
funds. As a result the overall cost of capital decreases with the
moderate use of leverage.

Cost of r.:ebt

Beyond a certain debt-equi� ratio, however, the coats of

both debt and equity rise oving to the increasing risk of increased

leverage, and eventually the rising cost of debt raises the combined

cost of capital to the firm. At some point the average cost of

capital is at a minimum and the location of this point indicates the

optimum capital structure for the firm. The traditional view of.'

capital structure Is illustrated graphically in Figure 3.

Cost 0

Capital I-------�

Cost of
uity

Cost of Capital
Ito the fim
I

1 Optimum Capital
I � Structure

:/
Leverage

Figure 3. The Traditional Vie", of Leverage and the Cost of

Capital.
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The traditional approach thtts implies that the cost of

capital is not independent of capital structure and that thoro is

an optimum capital struoture. At that optimal struoture tho

marginal real cost ot debt is equal to the marginal real cost of

equity.

'l'pe Hodigllani-M111er U;ypothesis

Modigliani and Miller (NM) dispute the traditional view that

the cost of capital is dependent on capital structure, offering
theoretical arguments as well as empirical evidence against it. MM

base their arguments upon certain assumptions 'Which have an important

bearing upon the validity of their arguments. Among the more

important. assumptions area

1. Firms can be divided into nequivalent return" olasses

such that the retUrn on the shares issued by any firm in

aqy given class 1s proportional to the return on the

$hares issued by allY other firm in the same class. The

significance of this assumption is that it permits the

classification of firms into groups within whiCh the

shares of different firms are homogeneous, that 1s,
perfect substitutes for one another.

2. The average expected future earnings of the firm are

represented b.1 a subjeotive random variable. The

assumption is that the expeoted values of the probabillty
distributions of all investors are the same.

3. Stocks and bonds are traded in perfect markets. This

means that individuals can borrow substantial amounts at

the same rate of interest charged corporations.

4. In the initial model, M-f assume that there are no

taxes on corporate income. This assumption is later

removed.
I

Under these conditions, 1·1M contend that the "average, cost

of capital to any firm is completely independent of ita cepl.tal

structure and is equal to the capitalization rate of a pure equity

equity stream of its (risk) class. lin In effeot, what l-lM a.re saying

1s that tho capitalization rate on e ulty lJill rise by an amount just

sufficient to offset any possible saving resulting from leverage, so

that the cost of capital and the value of the firm a8 a whole are

independent of the leverage employed. The MM Jvpothesis is illustra

ted graphically in Figure 4.

111lModigliani and Miller," The Cost of Capital , Corporation

Finanoe, and the 'I'heoey of Investment,
It in Solomon, op,cit., p.156
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Cost of Debt

Cost of Equity

Cost of
Capital

Leverage

Figure 4. The Modlg1iani - Miller Hypothesis

The Proof of the MM §Ypothesis

J.1l.1 argue that the total risk .for all l!Ieourlty holders of

a firm 1s not altered by changes in its capItal structure.

Therefore, the total value of the firm must be the same regardless

of ito finanoing mix. 'l'he crucial support for this eypothesls

is the presence of arbitrage in the capital markets. Arbitrage

precludes perfect substitutes from selling at different prices in

the same market. In �f's ease, the perfect substitutes arc two

or more firms in the same homog neous risk class that differ only

with respect to capital structure. MM contend that the total

value of these firms has to be the same; othendse, arbitragers

will enter and drive the values of the tw fims together. The

essence of their argument is that arbitragers are able to substitute

personal leverage for corporate leverage.

To prove their propos!tion, I'M have taken two fime that

are in the same risk class and are identical in ever" respect

except capital structure. Firm A is financed entirely by debt

and has 100,000 of ordinary shares, 'While Firm B has t70,OOO of

ordinacy shares and :;0,000 of 5% bonds. According to the

traditional view Fir.m B may have a higher total value, and a lower

cost of capital than 1rm A. The valuation of the two finns ia

assumed to be as follows I
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Firm A Firm B

Net Operating Income 10,000 10,000

Interest on debt 1,500

Earnings available to cemmon

stockholders 10,000 8,500

Equity capitalization rate 0.10 0.11

Market value of stock 100,000 77,272
Market value of debt �OIOOO

Total value of firm • 100,000 107,272

Overall capitalization rate 10$ 9.�

Debt to equity ratio 0 38.8%

MM maintain that this situation cannot continue for

arbitrage viII drive the total value of the two firms together.

\ ConSider a rational investor wo owns $' ,000 worth of stock in

Finn B (market value). Given the above situation, he can sell

.,his stock in Finn B for 1,000 and bu;y $1,388 in Firm A, borrow.ng

�88 to keep his debt-equity ratio: (3SS/1,000) identical to
that

of Firm B.

Prior to this series of transacti,one, the investor I s

expected return on his investment in Firm B was 11 peroent or

$110 on a ,1,000 investment. His expected return on his invest

ment in Firm A is 10 peroent or $138.80 on an investment of

1,388. From this return he must deduct the 5 percent interest

charges on his personal bonoYing. Thus, the total dollar

increase in his return arising from the arbitrage transaction iSI

Return on investment in Firm A

Return on investment in I:trm B

Gross increase
Less interest cost (0.05 x $.388)

:.; 138.80
.11Q.J2Q.
2"B.BO
19.40

9.40
Net increase

By substituting personal for corporate leverage, the invostor

increases his total return by 89.40.

The action of a number of rational invostors undertaking

simila.r arbitrage transactions Yill tend to drive up the value of

Firm A and lower its equity. capitalization rate, and drive down

the value of Firm B, increasing its equity capitalization rate.

The arbitrage process �both �s and vill continue until the

total value of th two firms are the same. At this eqUilibrium
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the average cost of capital of th two firms must also be th sam.

Thus, th esence of the MM argument is that arbitrag

processes of th type examined above will establish a market

equilibrium in which the total value of a firm will depend only
on investor '8 stimates of the firm's bu iness risk and its expected

futUre income. The g neral condition for this equilibrium to exist

i that no two claim to expect d future cash receipts considerod to

be identical in ri k can sell a�_prices suoh that the expeoted rates

of return on the claims differ. �

In dev loping their bypoths ls, MM have initially assumed

that there are no taxes on corporate income. They remove this

assumption at a later sta&e and recognize that 'with a corporate

income tax under which interest is a tax-dcductible expense, gains

can accrue to stockholders from having debt in the capital structure

The gains however are small •••• ,,13 Th ir hypothesis thus aocepts

a alight decrea e in the cost of capital, resulting solely from the

tax-d ductibilit,r of interest and not from the lower specific cost

of debt which they deny exists. Howev r, even allowing for taxe ,

MM claim that "the propositions continue to hay the same fom as

their originals. dl�

Crtticism of the 11M Hypothesis

In its theoretically limited context, MM's hypothesis is

conceptually unassailable. Ho ver, the hypothesis rests upon

certain rather speoial assumptions not ordinnrUy obtainable in the

real world. The first of these is that investors can substitute

personal leverage for corporato leverage thereby enabling them to

engage in arbitrage transactions.

Arbitrage: The assertion that investors can arbitrage �thout increa

sing the risk of their investment portfolios is obviously crucial for

fa argument and oritioism of this idea. has been i portant to the

arguments of those supporting the traditional position.

•••

12Alexander A. Robichek and Stewart C. }trors, Optimnl

i%nancins; DeciSions (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentico-Hall, Inc.,

965), p:25.
1�odigliani and Miller, "The Cost of capital,

Corporation .Finance end the Theory of InVestment,
II in Solomon,

OPe clt., p.17S.

14Ibid., p.159.
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One of th main rguments a ainat the I nrbltrn process

is that personal leverage is not a perfect substitute for corporate

leverage as implied by MM. This is beeaus the perceived risks of

person leverage d corporate leverage m� differ; in the case of

oorporato borrowing the investor has the proteotion of limited Ii bi

lity, for personal borrosdng he does not. l'herefore, his total risk

exposure is great r with personal leverage. This faotor m� therefore

det�r him from engaging in arbitrage transactions whenoe he has to

substitute personal lever ge for corporate lev rage.

Another factor that ay hinder arbitrage is the faot that

the borro'Wlng rate for individuals is invariably highor than it is
for corporations, presumably because of the oorporations' greater
credit yorthinesc•

Yet another factor that m� restriot the arbitrage mechanism

is transaction coeta.. Brokerage fees can be significant, especially
for lnve tors �th all holdings. Arbitrage �ll take place only up

to tho limits imposed b.r transaotion costs, after Yhich it is no longer
profitable. FUrthermore, all inveetors are subject to limits on the

amount of margin commitments they mq have, and IIlBllY institutional

invo tors are not allowed to bqf on margin at all.

All of the above factors impede the effeotiveness of th MM

arbitrage prooess and it 1s extremely doubtful whether, in the real

world, there is enough arbitrag to provido for value equalization.
If the arbitrage process is less than p rfectly effeotive, the 1

hypotheSiS doos not hold, for a firm m� be able to inorease its total

valuation end lowr its cost of capital 'With an appropriate amount of

leverage.

figuivalent Return Class, oth r criticism of the 1 bypothesis is

directed at their assumption that finns can be dividod into equivalent
return classes, ocording to Durand, have underestimated the

diffioulty of setting up an equivalent return claea, To the praoti

cally minded, it is unthinkable to postulate thO existence of t� or

ore distinot' corporations with income streams thnt can fluotual� at

random and yet be perfectly correlated trom nov until doomsday." 5

Extreme Leverage: In formulating their hypothesiS, MH not only deny
that a judicious amount of levorage may 10'I0I01' the oompany 'a oost of'

capital but that extr me leverage will raise it. Their position 1s

that the ovorall cost of capital, ko, is constant throughout all degrees of

15�vid Durand, lIThe Cost of Capital in an Imperfeot

Market; A ply to odiglinni and ller, It American Economic R doev,
XLVI (June, 1959) reprinted in Solo on, Ope cit., p.197.
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leverage. In practice, however, tho cost of debt, kil rises with

excessive leverage due to the incl' si financ n.l ri k of tho fim.,
Even Vith a r se in kit stili maintain that ko is horizontal.

Thoy argue that mcr asea, kef the co t of uity, °11 !nc-
rea at a d croasing rate and v n tum dow eventually. How-

ever, the areument that k fall'" Leverage i iner sa "leads

squarel nto a second Ie • W nov have to 3S' 0 that r ti ,nal

invea ors n the y mar ts capitalize or uncertain troam of

residual oarnings at a lower ke than the.y capitalize a loss certain

stream, It dirJ 10 t to reconcilo this sump ion vith '0 ow

assump io�g abo r tio 1 nvostor havior and rea on bly erfect

. r at •
I

A larg numbor of empirical udi shave b n

t e. p t.o etermin ether leverage affeots the

MU in their origiM..l article eite two empiric3l.
stUdioD covering cross ction of oil com anies and electrical

utilities, both of which tend t support 'heir stand.

leston, in ex inine the empirical vidence pr ented b'".f MM,
not s that there is a high concentration at bieh levera e fo the

lectrlcal utilities and a tondo cy t rd low leve ge or e oil

companies. He thu rofutes th . pi ieal proof of l' hypothesis
b.Y to i g that if the c t of cap s th e for a ri k class,
regnrdle s f the d of lev ra e employ , there hould e a.

relativ 1y uni om sea tor for both the a pIe, rath r than high
eoncent.r 'on t h I or go r t.h electrical utilities and at low

love agc for t.o oil compan:es.17

Durand, in hi reply to tM, presents data on banks and public
utili tics which tend to refute r-n-fls eypothesis. Probably the moot

comprehensive test of the MM propositions has been made by Bargee, using
samples from the railroad, department store, and cement industries, all
of which tend to support he traditional view.

The pirical evldeno so far adduced by either side io far

from conclusive. nule a certain anount of .he evidence seems to

suggest thnt the cost of capital ean be lowe d with leverage, this

finding does not necessarily refute the MM hypothesis. major part
of the problem lies in the difficulty of mal ing unbiased ompirical
studies.

16Ezra Solomon, iLoverage and the Cost of Capital,'1
Journal of Finance, XVIII (May, 1963), pp.277-7�.

17J. Fred �ston, ''l'he Manage ent of Corporate , ")ital:

A Review rticle" Journal of Business, XXXIV (April, 1%1), p.136.
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ost of the empirical testing oarried out has involved

regrossion studios in which the average cost of capital or tho earn1ngs

price ratio is used as the dependent variable and either leverage or leverage

plus additional oxplanator.y variables are used as the independent
variable (9). The diffiQulty arises from trying to hold oonstant

all other factors that affeot valuation, so as to get an unbiased

estimate of the effect of leverage on valuation.

Another problem in testing concerns the risk oharacteristios

of the various companies being tested. How can one be sure that all

the oompanies of a elv n sample are of the same risk class? The

dilemma an experimentor faces is that in order to make his sample more

homogeneous as to riek, he will probab� have to reduce sample si�e,
thus jeopardizing the statistical value of the test.

Thus, the difficulties in testing make it a formidable

task to provide conclusive proof or rebuttal of the MM �othesis.

However, although empirical evidence does not provide
conclusive proof or rebuttal of the MM hypothesis, it has aIreaicy'
been shown that from a theoretical standpoint the MM qypothesls
is highly untenable. The basic fault of MM is their analysis of

the cost of capital in terms of perfect capital markets. While

there is interest and importanoe in their analysis, it is not

relevant for the process of oorporatio� finance in a vorld of

necessarily imperf�ot capital markets.
8

18Lind� and Samatz, op.cit., p.18).
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CHAP!' R IV

RISK AND UNCERTAINTY

Capital investment decisions invariably involve predictions
into the future and since the future is never knOt.l11 for certain,
capital investment deoisions are characterized b.r var,ring degree of

risk and uncertainty.1 'rhe amount of risk involved is an important
consideration in the evaluation of proposed investments. Teohniques
are therefore necessar,y for measuring tho r aka associated with

individual projects and for taking these risks into consideration in

the investment deoision process. .he tochniquoo for ncorporating
risk into the deoision process range from rudlmentar,y rule of thumb

metho s to complex stati�ioal techniques based on probabili� concept.

I. RULES OF THUMB

The Palback Period

on of tho commonest methods for taking risk into considera

tion is the usc of tho p�back period as a supplementar,r, if not,prim

ar,y, criterion for projeot approval. Many firms use the payback

period as a supplementary hurdle ,1hich projoots must pass, in the hope
of proteoting themselves against risk. Using the p�back period as

a hedge against risk, prcjects with short payback periods would be

preferred over projeots with longer payback periods.

Paybaok allovs for risk in that it favours shorl-term pro

jects over longer term projects which presumably are more risk,y.
In addition, by emphasizing the recovory of capital, payba.ck minimizes

the risk of illiquidity.

1Although theorists have established a distinction botween

risk and undertainty, no such distinction is made here. The +erms

risk and unoertainty will be applied to all situations in vhich it is

not possible to assign a unique set of oash flows to a partioular

investment, that is, aittmtions in which there are several oonceivable

outcomes of the :nveatm nt.
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A major defect of the payback period is that it assumes that

the cash flOvl estimates on which it is b sed are "certain" estimates.

Hovcver , cash floys are never knoun with certainty and thus it may

happen that a four-year paybaok based on fairly certain estimates might
be preferable to a three-year p�back based on ver,y uncertain estimates,

Another arguno?nt against the use of payback for evaluating
risk is that it is a measure of capital recovery rather than risk.

The payback period proteots against risk subsequent to the payback

period but does not consider that there m� be risks inherent in the

paybaok period itself. The payback period m83' thus accept highly

ris� but short-lived projects and reject longer-lived projeots 'Which

are virtually risk free.

Conservative Forec�sta

Another rule of thumb method for dealing with risk is that of

reducing forecastod returns to some more conservative level. Thus if

the firm originally expeots to receive 100,000 for th� next five years,

it might reduce this estimate to n more conservative one oft say,
.

0,000 for the next iv years in ordor to alloy for risk. Alternat

ively, tho firm could shorten the economic life of the project and

forecast returns for only four years instead of the original five years.

The disadvantage of this method is that although it does toke

account of risk, the final result does not provide a measuro of the

relat.ive risk of different projects; there is no w.y to distinguish
between risky and non-riBk,y projects. This is beoause the adjustment
for risk is �ade prior to the calculntion of project profitability and

thus the final rate of return or net present value figure that is

obtained does not reflect thp relative risks of different projeots.

FUrthermore, the method is highly subjective and is likely to produce
inconsistent results,

Increase in Earnings Requirements

Another rule of thumb method for dealing 'With risk is to

stipUlate higher earnings requirements for riSky projects. It the

company has established a standard of a 15 percent rate of return for

its investment projeots, it might incroase this requirement to 20 per

cent for risky invostmonts. The imposition of a risk premium on

risky projeots is designed to cushion the eompaQY against the effects

of results oin lover than anticipated.

Tho ma.in defect of this method is its arbitracy nature.

There is no objective Dyotcm for de ormining the premium to be imposed

on risky projects. lurlhermore, there is no 'Way of determining

�ether the risk prcnium imposed on a particular investment is an

adequate allowance for tbe risk assooiated 'With that project.
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Adjustment of D scount fate

An alternative nethod of adjusting for risk is to impose a

risk premium in the fom of a higher disoount rate. The greater tho

risk tho higher the discount rate. Thus for investments With normal

business riSK the firm might usc a 10 percent discount rate but for

riskier investm nta it might sot the discount rate at 15 percent to

allow for the increased risk. The risk factor is thus inoorporated

into the capital budgeting calculations.

'fhe main shortcoming of this approach is the difficulty of

determining tho appropriate discount rate for e. particular investment.

'Ibis determination is likely to be somewhat arbitrary giving rise to

inconsistene,y. 30me firms attempt to solve this problem by dividing

investments into risk classes and assigning difforent discount rates

to each class. Hovever , this leads straight into another problem -

that of categorizing the differont investments into the various risk

classos.

Certainty-Equivalent Approaoh

'rhe ccrtainty-equlve.lent approach attempts to dotermine a

coefficient, Jet, such that \then multiplied b-J an uncertain each f'Lov

14, 'WOuld cause the firm to regard the product and a certain cash

flo", of :let.A... as eqUlllly desirable. Supposo the expected (but

uncertainJ eash flo i.11 period t is 10,000. The firm could then be

offored a choice betveen this uncertain amount and some certain cash

flO'l,T. If the firm ranks an At of 10,000 and a certain cash flow

of $),000 as equnlly desirable, then Xt-. is 0.60. 'ihus the certainty

equivalent of the expected cash rlov or 10,000 in period t is

$6,000.

The coefficient, "t' is B. valae between 0 and 1.00 and

varies inverse� with the degree of risk; the greater the risk

associated vith a particular cash flow, the lower the coefficient.

Put in another wy, the greater the risk associated with a particular

cash floW', the smaller is its certainty-equivalent.

\-Ihen the expected valuos of cash flow in all future

periods have been expressed ns certainty-equivalents, they are then

diSCOl.Ulted to present value. Since t ..o elemont of risk has already

been adjusted for, the discount rate used should be the risk-free

rate. The discount rate normally used to discount future cash flows

usually incorporates a premium for risk. Therefore, when using the

certainty-equivalent approach, the discount rate should be net of the

risk premium.

Like the riGk-adjusted discount rate, the certainty

equivalent approach presents practical problems of implementation.

Ii is extremely difficult to determine the appropriate certainty

equivalent coefficients that should be applied to the various

expected cash now. Liko the other rule of thumb mo�hods, the

certainty-oquivalant approach is apt to lead to incons�stent

results.
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II. TECHNI UES INCORPORATING PROBABILrry OONOEPTS

1he rule of thumb methods desoribed above, have not

oonsidered directly tho probability distributions of cash flows over

time. As such, they do not provide the firm with an �licit
measure of the risk of an invostment. Risk, to the firm, is
assooiated with the dispersion of the probability distribution of

expected cash flows; the greater the dispersion, the greater the
risk.

Probability Distribution Approaoh

The conventional measure of dispersion of a probability
distribution 1s th� standard deviation, whiCh, for a single period's
possible outcome, is:

J
n

\" - 2

L (Axt - At) Pxt
x=1

8 =

�ere Axt is a cash flow for the xth possibility in period t,

Pxt is the probability of oocurrenoe of that cash floW',

and At is tho expected value of oash flow in period t ,

The expected value or the mean is equal to the sum of

possible outcomes weighted by their respective probabilities or

symbol!cally

_
n

At = I An Pxt
x=1

Using the expected value and the standard d viation, the firm can

evaluate more fully, the relative risks of different investments.

In the following discussion, it Will be assumed that the acceptance
criterion employed by the firm is the net present value.

Independent Cash FlQw@. In evaluating a proposed investment, the

usual procedure is to examine the expected value of the net present

value. This value can be calculated as follow,

00 -

E(NPV) = I (1:i)t
t=o

vhere At is t:be expected value of nct cash flow in period t

and 1 is the risk-free diecount rnte.
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8 =

(1 + i)2t

If E(NPV) is greater than 0 the investment would be made. However,

to evaluate tho risk of the investment, the standard deviation of the

probability distribution of net present values has to be determined.

If tbh oash flows in each period are assumed to be independent of

each other, the standard deviation of the probability distribution

of net present valuos 1s

I
t=o

where t is, the standard deviation of the probability

distribution of net oash flows in period t.

The e)q)ected vn.lue and the standard deviation of the

probability distribution of possible net present values provide a

considerable amount of information by whioh to evaluate the risk of

an investment proposal. If the probability distribution is

approximately normal, it is possible to caloulate the probability of

the proposal providing a net present value of more or less than a

speoified amount.

Suppose that for a particular investment proposal the

expected net present value ia calculated to be $1,173 and the

atandard deviation about the expeoted value is �1,827. Therefore,

one standard deviation on either side of the mean gives net present

values of -$654 and :3,000. lath a nom.al distribution, 0.68.3 of

the distribution or area. under the curve falls within one standard

deviation on either side of the mean or expected value. There is

thus a two-thirds probability that the net present value of the

proposal �ill be between -$654 and 3,000.

B expressing differenoes from the expeoted value in

terms of standard deviations, it is possible to determine the

probability that the net present value for an investment proposal

will be greater or less than any specified amount. "1"0 illustrate,

suppose that tho firm �nu1ted to determine the probability that

the net present value of the above proposal will be 0 or less. 'l'o

determine th s probability, it is n.OI.,Bar,r, first of all, to ftAd

the difference between 0 and the expeoted value. The differenoe

is found to be - 1,173. Expressing this differenoe in terms of

standard deviations gives 1,173/ 1,827 or - .642 standard deviations.

Therefore a net present value of ° lies .642 standard deviations to

the left of the expeoted value. Using normal distribution tables it

can be found that there is a 0.26 probability that an observation vill

be less than -.642 standard deviations from the expected value of

that distribution. Thera 1s thus a 0.26 probability that the net

present value of the proposal vUl be 0 or less.
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Using the above procedure, it is possible to determine the

probability of obtaining a specifio net present value for � invest

ment proposal. Knowledge of these probabilities is extremely valuable

in the evaluation of risk.

Dependent Cash Flow. For ost investment proposals, the cash flow in

one period is depend nt in part upon the eaah flows in previous periods.

In these eaaea, the expected value of the net present values is the

same a before, but the standard deviation about th e:xpected value

will be larger than it wuld be if the cash flows were independent.

The gr ater the correlation between cash flows, the greater the

dispersion.

If' the cash f'lows are perfectly correlated over tim , the

standard deviation of the probability distribution of net pre ant

values is

s =

Hillier's Model. Hillier asserts that a more realistic model is

one which co bines the two a.ssumpt�ons of mutual independence
and

perfect correlation of cash i'lows. This model wuld recognize and

make allowance for the fact that, often, some of the casb flows are

closely related �e the oth � arc reasonably indepen4ent. The

assumption is made that Yt, �(1), zt(2), •••• , and Zt(m) are

the normally distributed random vari bles such that

At = Yt + Zt(1) + zt(2) + ••••
+ zt(m)

where the new ranci� variables are mut\UJ.lly independent with the

exception that Zolk}, �(k), ••••• , Zn(k) are perfectly corrolated

for k = 1, 2, •••• , •

In other yords, the net cash flow for each period consists

of an independ nt cash flow plus m distinct cash flows which are each

p rfoctly c reIat d with the corresponding cash flow in tho other

periods. It follows that the expeoted valu of net present values is

2F.redcriak S.H1ll1er, "The Derivation of Probabilistio

Information for the Evaluation o£ Risky Inveatments,1I Management

Scienee, 9 ( pril, 1963), pp. 443-57.
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m

E(Z(k» ,

n

At ! E(Yt) +k�E(NPV) = I =
t

(1 + i)t (1 + i)tt=o t=o

and the standard deviation is

fl = s2yt + l(! [(1 :�:�Jt(1 + i)2t

"here s2'Yt is the va;ri(Ulce for an independent net cash flow

in period t , and s;, \kJ is the standard deviation for stream k

of a perfectly oorrelated net cash flow in period t.

From these equations, the probability ot the occurence of

any net present value can be determined with the aid of normal

distribution tables and using the procedure described earlier.

The probability distribution approach thus provides
management with an explicit and complete description of the risks

connected with various investment proposals. The estimation of

risk is made explicit in the form of a probability distribution

of expected values. This information enables management to weilh�
precise� the possible outcomes of the proposed investment and

thereb,y make a sound decision regarding the proposal.

Decision Trees

A docision tree, as the name implies, maps out tho

various components of a decision in the form of the branches of a

tree (sec ig.,) • Along the various branches of the tree may be

inserted the possible present decisions that the firm may tak ,

chance events that may occur, competitors t moves, and future

decisions. The decision tree approach is thus a convenient

method for representine and an�zing a series of investment

decisions to be made over time.

Eaoh decision point is represented by a numbered square

at a fork or node in the decision tre. Each branch cri nding

from a fork represents an alternat1�e cour e of action or

decision that can be chosen at this decision point. In th

example represented by fig. 5, the t","O alternative courses of

aotion at the first doaision point arc "int.roduoe product

nationally,a and "introduoe product regionally." At the en� of

each branch or alternative oourse is another node representing

chance events. To distinguish between decision points and
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II ,

\\ J :
:;

NPV
(l-lilliona
or Dollars)

$1

tiinited:Reeional .3
Demand Large National

Demand P = .71
$4.5

-'

Limited National
Demand P = .29 $-0.5

Introduce

Reeionally
J

Large National
Demond P = .7.1 tz.5

Introduce Limited National
Nationally, ,

II
' , II Demand p = .29

I $ZI

Large National Demand p = .5
$7/.5

Limited Demand p=-.

Large Regional Demand

Limited National Demand
. P = .2

Uoo of Dooioion TroG to An31yze. Investment Alternatives

for a New Product Introduction

Source: Richa.rd F. Hespos and Paul A. Strassman, "Stochastic Decision

Trees for the Analysis of Investment Decisions;" Nanagement

Science, 11 (August, 1965), p.Bl':2.48
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chance events, the forks wher ehanee events Illay influence the outcome
are indicated by circle.

A node representing a chance event generally has a probability
associated with each of the branches emanating from it. The total
of suchprob bilitics leading from a node mu t equal 1. In the
example, the probability of achieving a large demand in the regional
introduction of the product is 0.7 show at the branch leading from
node A. �ah combination of d cieions and chance events has some
outcome associated �th it. In the example, the outcome is represented
by net pre ent value.

The optimal sequence of decisions in a decision tree is found
b,y starting at the right-hand side and �roll1ng backward." At eaoh
node, an expected net present valuo mu t be calculated. If the node
is a chance event node, the expected net present value is calculated
for all of the branches annting from that node. If the node is a

decision point, the expected net present value ia calculated for each
branch emanating from that node, and. the bighest is selected. In
either case, the expected n t prosent value of that node is carried
back to the n xt chanee ovent or decision point by multiplying it by
the probabilities associated with the branches it travels over.

From Fig. ; it can be calculated that the expected net
present value of all branches emanating from chance event node C is
�3.05 million ( .; x 0.71 + - 0.5 x 0.29). Similarly, the
expected net present value at node D is .355 million. UOY 'rolling
back" to th next node

.

- decision point 2 - it can be seen that the
alternative with the highest net p escnt value is "distribute
nationally, II \lith a net present value of 3.0; million. This means

that, if the decision ak r i er confronted Yith the decision at
node 2, he will choose to distribute nationally, and will expect a

n t present value of 3. 5 mUllon.

"It is nov necessary to carry this net present value back
wrd in the tree. The branches emanating from chance event node A
have an overall expected net present value of $2. J.35 million
( 1 x 0.3 + 3.0; x 0.7). Similarly, the expected net present value
at node B is .75 million. Th se computations are summarized in
Tablo I. From Tllble I it can be seen that the alternative that
maximizGs expected net present value of the entire decision tree is
"introduce nationally II at d ci ion point 1.

Thus, in order to choose the best soquence of deCisions, the
dec1sion�aker working fro right to left, should choose that path (that
set of decisions) that has the' highest expected monetar,y value.

The decision tree approach has much to recommend it. It
clarifies for manng ,ent the choices, risks, and monotar,y gains
involved in an investment problem. By representing graphically the
various factors that can affect the investment deCiSion, it enables
management to visualize the problem in its entirety.
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TABLE I

NErP mr VAL F INVESTMOO ALTERNATIVES
FOR A NEW PIIODUOT 1Nr RODUorION

--

Probability . Net
of present Expected

Alternative Oliance event chance event value NFl

Introduce product Large national demand 0.5 7.5 )
nationally Large regional, limited )

national demand 0.2 1.0 ) $2.75
Limited demand 0.3 -4.0 )

Introduce product Large national demand 0.5 4.5)
regionally (and Large regional, limited )

2.44distribute national demand 0.2 -0.5 )
nationally if Lim!ted demand 0 • .3 1.0 )
regional deaand
is large)

Introduce product Large national demand 0.5 25)
regionally (and Large r gional� limited )

1.95do not distri- national demand 0.2 2.0 )
but�ationall ) Limited d and 0.3 1.0 )

- 47 -

An important drs ck of th ci on tr e approach La that

oomputations can become more and more complicated and unwieldy as the
deoision a� r ccid e to inolud or alternatives and more variables.
The number of end points on the decision tree increases very rapidly as

the numb r f d c ion points or chance events increa�es. This

problem is compl cated even further if th analysis is extended to

include interd p nd t alternati s and variables.

Despite the e shortening ,ho ver, the decision tre approach
is v ry u e iool tool. It is partioularly useful for

coneeptunli�ing investment planning and for controlling and monitoring
an investment thnt stretches out over time.

Simulation

Si ulation consist of estimating the probability distribution

of each factor affecting tho investment dectaron, and then simulating
the possible combinations of the valuos for each factor to determine the

range of possible outcomes and the probability associated with each
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possiblo outoo�e. ertz, who eveloped a simulation model for

evaluating capital investments, co�sid rs the following faot.ors in

evaluating an investment proposal.J

1 • Market Si se

2. Selling pr c

3. !nrket growth rate

4. Share of market (wh: eh rcsults in physical
sales volume)

5. Investmont required

6. Residual alue of invest ent

7. operating oosts

g. Fixed coots

9. UsefUl 1 fa of acilities

Frob bility distributions are assigned to each of theso

faotors, based upon management's assessm(mt of the probable outcomes.
Once the probability distributions are determin d, the next stop is
to d t mine tho rate of return (or not prescnt value) that will
result from a random combination of the fnctors. It is obv ous that
in complicated d cie10ns there can be innumerable possible combinations

of the above factors, thus necessitating the use of co�uters for this
simulation teohnique.

Using chance devices, the computer selects one value from
one distribution and combines it with the oth r factors to obt�in a

return on investment for that combination. The computer simulates
trial values for each 0 the factors, each time calculating return

on invest�ent based upon the values simulated. The process is

repoated again and again until all possible 00 binations of the
factors have been simulated. When the computer runs are completed,
the fraqu ey with 'Which each rate of return (or net present value)
oceured can be plotted in a frequene,y distribution. From this

frequency distribution the expected return and the dispel-sion about

this eJq)octed roturn can be d termined.

Using imulation techniques, management can thus detormine

the probabilit.y that an investme t w�ll provide a return greater or
les then certain run unto By comparing the probability distri
bution of rates of r turn for one proposal with tl18t for another,

.3r.evid B.Hertz, "Risk Analysis in Capital Invcstm nt, '

Harvard Business Revie"" 42 (January-February, 1964), pp, 95-106.
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man cment uill be able to evaluate he respective meri to 01 different

risky investments.
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III. t1l'ILlTY rnlDH'{

The probability toclmiquea analy3Gd in the last seotion have
all be n b sed upon monetary values. The,y provide the deoioion�aker
w�th infurmation on the ri <8 a sociut d ,�th different investments
but they do not indicate wich is the best decision. This is because
to be able to make a decision und r uncertainty the risk preferenoes of
the decision-maker have to be taken into oonsideration. • decision as

to yhieh of two risky investment'S is more desirable depends upon the

utility preferences of the decision-maker with respect to risk. The

utility theory approach att.empts to incorporate the utility preferences
of the docision-mrucer directly into the investmont decision.

Th first task with crpcct to the incorporatio. of utility
pre er noes into th investment deoisio is to derive the utility
fUnction 0 th deoision�er or riok oituations. ! utili� function

assigns a nunber to each possible outcome of an uncertain event. The
numbor assigned � a utility fUnction can be interpret as an index 0:

the relative satisfaction the individual 'WOuld derive if that 0 t.come

actually occurrod.4 If the utility function accuratoly describes
,the deciaion-ms' erts risk preferences, he Yill choose the proposal that
provides the highest oxpected utility.

A common proceduro _or deriving an individual'� utility
function is to have hi cho�sc betyeen two alternatives - a certain

sum of noney, and an investment 'IIith an uncertain outcome. iJ ppose
the utilitios ° and 1 are assign d to tw arbitra:cy sums of' eonoy, sey,

1iO and 1,000,000. Tho utility of any sum betveen these t\!O amounts

can be determined b,y ascertaining the probability Ui ut which tho

individu:aJ. is indifferent between having the sum Si 'With certainty and

an investment offerings

a) ,000,000 with probability Ui, or

b) 'With probability (1 - Ui).
The probability Ui is thus the asure of the utility 0 the sum St'
Extending i procedur fer various SUI!lO of money, tho individual s

utility function can be de.'ived.

Having derived the d cision-maker's utility fUnction, the

next st p is to calculate tho expected utility value of a particular
inveotncnt, by multiplying tho utility value of a particular outcome

b,y its probability of occuronce, and adding together the produots for

all outcomes. To illustrate, consider the following e:xrur.ple, in

4ntility is commonly m a ured in terms of lIutiles. II
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'Which the firm is con IderinO' t ....to investment alternatIvea,

Projeot. A Project D

Outcom Probability OUtcome Probability

400,000 0.20 0 0.20

0 0.20 450,000 0.60

700,000 0.,30 700,000 0.20

1,000,000 0.:30

The expected monet� v'lue of project ,30,000, d that for

project io �10,OOO. On the asia of monetary value alone, project
A would be prof rr. Suppon, ho :ever, thnt the firm has E!:XProssed
its risk preference in the form of a utility function aa follo�:

Project A Project B

UtUe Probab- Probab- Expected
Value of ility ility utility
Outoom Value

- 0.60 0.20 - 0.12 0 0.20 0

0 0.20 0 0.50 0.60 0.30

O.SO 0.30 0.24 0.80 0.20 0.16

1. 0.;0 0.30

O·te

Project B provides the bigher xpected utility value and is, ther forc,
the preferred alternative from tho standpoint of the risk prefor nee

of th firm conce�. Tho results arc different bOCAuse risk

pr ferences wore directly incorporated into the calculations through
tho utility concept.

The advantage of the utility pproach over the other methods

io that by incorporating risk preferences directly into the investment

decision it allows the firm to choose the invest�ont that is most

desirable from the standpOint of .he i'irm's attitudes towrds risk.

The main drawbac.k of the approach is that it is extremely diff!cult

to doriv a utility function that can bo used conststently. This

prob em is accerrtua en the investment decision Ln und rtakon by
moro than on individual. Ho vor, if this difficulty could b

overcomo, the utility app oaeh offers great promiso as a metnod for

dealing effectively vith the problem of riSk in inves ant decisiona.
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IV. CGmINATIONS OF RISKY INVFSDmmS

o far, the disoussion on risk has been confined to the
evaluation of the risk of a single investment proposal. Hawver,
the risk of a particular investment project should not be evaluated
in isolation; it should be judged in relation to its marginal addition
to the risk of the firm as a whole. 'This is because the valuation of'
a firm depends upon the total risk complexion of the firm rather than
upon the risk of a single project.

Many investment projects are interrelated vith each other
and the firm should th refore combine its investment projects 'With
care in order to obtain an optimum portfoliO of assets. If it adds
a project that is highly correlated with existing investments, it is
likely that the total risk of the firm vill increase morc than if it
adds a project that has a low degree of correlation Yith the other
projects. The firm should therefore diversir,y its investment

projects in order to achieve the best combination of expected. return
and risk.

- 51 -

The evaluation of risk for a comb1riation of investments
has to rely on some of the probability concepts examined in the

previous section. In the earlier discussion, an investment proposal
vas evaluated solely on the basis of its expected net present value
and the variance, or standard deviation, 01' the probability distribu
tion of possible net present values. However, seleoting investment

proposals based upon only th se parameter ignores the element of
covariance with existing investment projects and �th other invest
ment proposals under consideration.

he total variance for a combination of investments is not

the SUJDJtlation of the ind1vidual variances but

where Sjk is the variance about the expected value of net present
value wIlen j equals k and the covariance between the expected net

present values of investments j and k when j docs not equel k. The

covariance is

were r is the expected correlation betwen the eJq>ected net present
valuesjfor investments j and k, Sj is the standard deviation about the

expected value of net present value for investment j, and sk is the

standard deviation for investment k.
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With the above equations, the total. expected value of net
present value and the variance, or standard deviation, of the
probability distribution 0 pospiblo net present values for a

combination of investments can be determined. In evaluating the
risk of a combination of investments, existing inv stments should be
considered together with projeots under consideration. A firm can
have mBlV possible combinations of existing and proposed investments,
and it should choose the combination that provides the most advantageous
trade-off bet en expected return and risk.

Given the expected value of net present val.ue and the
variano�or standard deviation, of the probability distribution of
possible net present values for eaoh combination, a scatter diagram
of these paramC!ters con be plottoo as show in Fig. 6. The expeoted
value of net present value for combinations of investments is plotted
along the horizontal. axis, while the standard deviation is plotted
along the vertioal axis. Each dot represents a .feasible combination
of investment proposals. The area encompassed b,y the lines bounding
tho dots represents tho total set of feasible combinations of
investment opportunities available to the firm. The dark line a.t the
bottom of the set represents the line of most e.fficient combinations.

Standard
Deviation

net Present Value

Fig. 6. Scatter Diagram of Bet Present Values and
Standard Deviations for Com'1na.tions of
Investments •
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Indifterenoe
Ctlrves

The firm should seek a cbmbination of investments that lies

on. the ef£ioient-oombination line. A combination is not efficient if
thore is another oombination uith either a higher net present value and

a lower st.andard deviation, a higher net present value and the same

standard deviation, or the same net present value but a lOYer standard
deviation. Th effici�nt-comblnation line shows the additional riak

that must be aocepted for an increase in net present value.

Tb selection of the most de irablo oombtnation of investments

vlll depend upon the utility preferenoes of the firm Yi.th respeot to
net pres t value and standard deviation. The firm's utillty prefer
enees with respect to net present value and standard deviation can

be mapped out in the form of indifferenoe curvea, An indifference

curve represents all those combinations of net present value and

standard deviation b tween which the firm 1s indifferent. A speoific
indi:"ference curve portrays the tr d -off betwen net pres nt value

and standard deviation. If management is averse to risk and associates

risk with the standard deviation of net present value, its utility
funotion 88 represented by indifference 'CUrVes may be similar to that

shown in Fig. 7.

S;tandard
Devia.tion

Efficient
Combina:tion

Line

Net Present Value

Rig. 7. Seleotion of Most Efficient Combination

of Investments.

110ving from lei't to right in Fig. 7, each sucoessive ourve

represents a highel level of utility. Thu8, the fim should choose

the oombination of investments that lies on the highest indifferenoe

curve beoause this curve represents the greatest utility. Ho�ver,
the firm's cbofc is restricted to only those oombinations of

investments \lhioh lie on the ffioient-combination line. The most

d sirable combination of net present value and risk is determined by
the point of tangency between the effloient-combination line and an
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It is assumed that the investor has no knowledge of the

probabilitlos of' the varieus stat 5 of nature. He has, tbercf'ore,
no "lay of calculating an expected payoff for his strategies. Under

the criterion of pessimism� the deeiaion-maker al�ys aSSUMes that the

wrst vill happen and he will choose the strategy that will give him

the largest payoff under the circumstances.

In th example, if the investor selects 81, th

'WOrst that can happen 1s a depression, in vhich case th P3Yol'f
would be -6. If th investor selects 82, tho W1 at hat could

happ n wuld again be a depression in which case he would have a

indifference cUJve.

prosent value and ri
In ie. 7, the most desirablo combination of net
is repr scnted bf point x.

Using the above procedure, the firm can evaluate the relative
risks of different combinations of invostments and choose the combination
that gives the most desirabl combination ef net present value and riBk.

V. GAME THEOrri

Gam theo.r.y is a usefUl technique fer d aling with risk
ituations in which it is anticipated that tho firm's investment
docisions will r sult in a reaction or ceunter-strategy b,y rival firms.
Game theor,y se ks to. dot rmine a rival's meat profitable counter-

atr tagy to one
'
s ow.best move , and to formulate th appropriate

defensive measures.

In gam theery, the selectien of an optimum strategy d pends
upon e rtain criteria. rhere is no one best oriterion for selecting
a strategy. Instead, there are a number of different crtterill each

of 'Whioh has a perfectly good rationale to justify it. 'lhe ohoice

among these criteria is determined by compa.ny policy and, or, the
attitude 0.1 the d cision-mak r.

Criterion of Passimi

Using the criterion of pessimism, the decision�or is

assumed to be compl tcly pesstmistic. Suppose an investor has a

choice betveen three investments (his strategl s) represented b.1
81, S2 and 83, and that enly three possible states of nature (wr,
peace , and depression) represented by N1, r�2 and N3, can occur that

will affect he expected returns from the three investments. The

investor has expressed his payoffs as rates of retuyn on his invest

ment and hie peyoff matrix looks like this:

81
B2
.S)

states of Nature
N1 12 N)
20 1 -6
980
444

strategy
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payoff of O. If he selects 83, however, he will alw,rs get a payoff
of 4, no matter what state of nature ocouz-red, 'rhe worst that eould

Pappen to him in this ease 'WOuld be a payoff of 4. These conclusions
can be s��Qrized a follows:

1
2
.3

-6
o
4

strategy or minimum , payo!'r

Folloving the oritorion of pessimism, th�,r.&at the investor
can do, asauming that the worst 'Will alVey's happen, is to select that
strategy Wich has the largest minimum payoff - the maximum minimum
or maximin. '1 he largest such pe;roff in the example, the maximin

payoff, is 4, which the investor ldll get if he a�_ects strategy .3.
In this partioular example the investor will always get a pay-off of
4 from strategy 3. In the general cas , howver, the use of the
maximin criterion will guarantee the d ciBion�aker at least as large
a payoff as the maximin payoff - an Bomet lmes a larger payoff vill
r sult.

Criterion of Optimism

An alternative criterion for selecting a strategy is the
criterion of optimism which a sumes that the decislon-maker is a

complete optimist. Using this crit rlon the deoision�aker will
look at the various payoffs for each strategy and select the largest
payofr. for eaoh strategy. Using the previous example, the larg st

p�o;fs for the various strategies would be:

b'tratag,y Best, or .Maximum, Payoff

1
2
:3

20
9
4

The completely optimistic decision-mak r assumes that he

w:Ul always obtain the large :t payoff and he will natura.ll.Y select

that strategy \lith the largest such maximum, the maximum maximum,
or in short, the meximax In the exe.mple, the maximax is 20, 'Which
the decision�er Vill receive if he selects strategy 1.

Criterion of Regret

A completely different criterion is the oriterion of

regret, According to th� criterion of regret, after the decision

has been made and the declsion�aker has received the given payoff,
he may experience regret because, now that he knows what-state of

naturo occurred, he Yishes he bad selected a different strategy.
According to �he criterion of regret, th� decision-maker shokld

attempt to minimize this regret. The amount of regret can be

measured by the difference betwen the payO] f the decision-mak r

actl'ally receives ond the payoff he could have received if he had
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know tho state of nature that was going to oeeur,

rhus, in the example, suppose war actually occurred. If the
decision-maker had selected strategy 1, he would experience no regret
because he would have obtained th largest pa10ff possible. But if he
had selected strategy 2, he wuld have lost 20 - 9 = 11 'Which he might
ha'V had. This measures bis regret. If the decision-mak r had
selected strategy 3 h would e�erience regret of 20 - 4= 16. Using
the same procedure for the other states of na UTe the decision-maker's

regret matrlx can be determined as hown belov.

S1
S2

,$3

,

t

I

N1
o
11
16

N2
7
o
4

N3
10
4
o

Und r the criterion of regret, the decision-maker is completely
pessimistio and always assumes that the wrst 'Will happen. "h VOTst

that can happen to the d oi8ion�ak r if he seleots each strategy is
show in the payoff table below:

Stretegy

1
2
:3

� orst. or Maximum, Regret

10
11
16

Using the criterion of regret, the decision-maker should

insure himself against experiencing extreme regrets by selecting the

strategy that has the minimum such maximum, the minimax. In the

above example the minimax regre is 10, which is the maximum regrot
the decieion-maker will experience if he selects strategy 1; he m� vell

experienco less regret than this,but this is the most regret he can

possibly e�erience.

Oriterion of Fationality

f!he criterion of rationality assumes that every state of

natur-e is equally likely to occur. This assumption is based on the

principle of insufficient reason. It is reasoned that since there is

no reason for one state of nature to occur rather than another, it is
assumed that one is as likely to occur as another.

In the exampl , since there are three states of nature, it is

assumed that. the probability of occurrence of each of them is 1/3. On

this basiS, the expected pa10ff for eaoh strategy can be calculated as

follow:
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S1
S2
8,3

01

0.6
0.7
..().3

02 ,03

1.5
0.9
-Q.5

04

-1.1
0.5
0.8

Strate!,! EePocted P&o.ff

1 1/.3 [ 20 + 1 + (-6)J = 5

2 1/3 ( 9 + 8 + 0) = 5.67

.3 1/3 ( 4"4+4) = 4

Since the largest expected payoff is that of strategy 2,
this is the strategy �ch should be elected accol�ing to the criterion
of rationality.

The essence of game thoor,y is the conflict of inter sts, betweea
opponents. Games are custo�arily classified acoording to the numb r
of opponents and aocording to the degree 01 conflict of intereat.
Games involving two opponents having a complete oonflict of interest
are known as two-person, zero ...sum games. These games are called zero

sum because what one opponent gains, the other loses. The olosest

approxi ation to the zero-sum game in the business world would be a

c�petitive battle for Share of the market. Games �th less than

complete conflict of interest are knOlolJl as nonzero-sum games. �
,,'Only

the tvo-person, zero-sum game shall be discussed hore.

To illustrate the two-person, z ro-sum game, consider a

d oision problem involving a struggle for a share of the markot against
one opponent. Assume that he deoision-maker. has available three

strategies represented bY 51, S2 and 83 and that hj.s opponent has four

represented by 01, 02, C3 and C4. The pgyoff matrix can be giv n in
terms of the percentage-points Increase in market share aocruing to the
deoision-rnal er:

-0.3
0.1
0.0

If e decision�aker selected his first stra'egy and his

opponent seleo s his third strategy, the deoision�er vill increase
his share of the market by 1.5 percentage points. �inee this is a

zero-sum g me, his opponent v.Ul lose 1.5 percentage points of tho

market. Negative entries in the payoff matrix represent losses to

the decision-rnaker and geino to the competitor.

In the t�-peIson, zero-sum game the only rational decision
criterion is the eri torion of' pessimism. Using this criterion, the

decision-make reasons that if he selects S1 he might lose as much as

1.1 (if his opponent selects C4). If he selects S2 be cannot do

worse than to gain 0.1 (if his opponent selects 02). If he selects

S3t the decision-maker ay lose s much as 0.5 (if his opponen chooses

C:3). Thus, for the decision-maker:
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strat.egy

81
52

S,3

Minimum Payoff

-1.1
0.1
-0.5

Following the crit rioo of pessimism, the decision-maker will select

the maximum of th se minim'Wll pa.yoi'ft, the maximin. In this case 1t is

0.1, Which results for selecting S2 - �ch should therefore be the

choice.

It nhould be remembered, however, that the opponent is a
•

rational man, and that he, too, may use the crit rion of pessimism.

From his standpoint the wrst that can happen if he selects 01 is

that he will lose 0.7 (the maximum value in the column since the

pqoffs are in terms of his opponent). If he select s C2 the worst

that can happ is that he will Lose 0.1 (if his opponent selects 82).

Proceeding similarly, the competitor's p�ofr matrix can b obtained:

Competitor's Strategy Maximum Loss

C1 0.7
C2 0.1

C3 1.5
C4 0.8

Following the criterion of pessimism, the competitor will

'WIlt to minimize his maximum loss, the minimax valu. Th minimax

value is 0.1, achieved by selecting 02. This, then, should be his

choice. Thus, the best decisions on the part of the two competitors

are that the deci8ion�aker should select 52, his competitor should

seleot 02, and the result vill be an Inoreae of 0.1 peroentage

points in market, share to the decision-maker.

The reason vhy t� e criterion of p ssimism is the only

rational approach to the two-pereon zero-sum game is as follows.

Consider the situation from the standpoint of the decision�nk r.

lie knows that his opponent can minimize his maximum loss by selecting

02. SUpposing the competitor does select C2 and th decision-

maker seleotsany str tcgy other than 52 he would do vorse than he

would by selecting �2. If he selected S1 h would los 0.3 and if

h selected S3 he would gain nothing. Similarly, the competitor

know that the decision-ipBker can maximize his minimum gain by

sel�cting S2. But if he does so, the opponent does best by selecting

C2. If he does anything else he loses more. Thus, given the

complete conflict of int rest, the opponents arc drivon to usc the

criterion of pessimism.

Howev r, if th� decision�er knows that his competitor

will not use 02, or iJ he has any other pertinent information about

\that his compeUtor will do - other than ,.mat is expected of him -

he can establi h probabilities for the various strategi s. irom

these, he can detennine his om optimum strategy and he can realize
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a great er payoff than he could otherwise expect.

Game theor,r can thus bo utilized to ovaluate risk situations

in which it is anticipated. that the actions of competitors will affect

the rim f s investment decision. Game theozy provides the decision-

maker with the means by whioh to select an optimum strategy, taking
into account. t he fact that his camp titors are also out to maximize

their gains and minimiz their losses.
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PAP! II

CAPITAL INVESnm-rr DECISI NS IN PRACTICE

In this section, an attempt is made to relate the capital
investoent practices of n number of �.Iay8ian industrial fi�s to the

theory of oapital investment decisions examined in the previous section.

Accordingly, th t 0 chapters in this section are devoted to an exam

ination of the capital investment practices of 11 pioneer firms

selected from tho electrical, ofrice and household equipment, and

non-metallic mineral industries located in Petaling Jaya.

Chapter V is an analysis of a survey of the capital investment

practices of the 11 firms, while Chapter VI consists of detailed case

studi�s of the capital investment practicos of two of the firms. This

analysis will attempt to determine the relationships, if any, between the

capital investment practices employed by the firms and the oYnership,

size, and industrial grouping, of the firms. � sample of the question

naire used in the fiel intervi ws is shovn in Appendix IV.

As at February 28, 1969, there 'Were 148 pioneer companiee

in }1alayeia, giving employment to approx1ymately 20,000 people and having

a total paid-up capital of 319,115,376. The employment and invest-

ment figures for the 11 firms partioipating in the survey are 1,3%
people and 1,750,030 re8p8ctive�. A break-dov.n of the figures for

each firm is given in Appendix III. Pereentage-...n_se, the jmrticipllting

firms represent 7.4 percent of the total number of pion.eer companies .in

Malaysia. However, th� provide emplqyment for only 6.6 percent of

the total employed by pioneer companies and account for only 6.9 percent

of the total capital investment of pioneer companies in Malaysia.

Thus, in so far as employment and cap!tal investment

£igur s are an indica.tion of Size, the firms covered by the survey are

not very significant. Notwithstanding this fact, many of the firms

recognize the importano of capital investment docisions and have

developed proc dures for ensuring an efficient, if not optimal, use

of their capital resouroes.

1This figur is not inclusive of loan capital.
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CHAPTER V

ALYSIS OF SURVEY OF CAPITAL I V"...sT; T PRACTICES

I. GENERAL INFORMATION ON FIRMS

Of the 11 firms participating in the survey, there are 7 in

the electrical industry, 2 in the office and household oquipment indus

try, and 2 in the non-metallio mineral. industrY. Looking at the owner

ship of the firms, the sa.ople shows a. distinct predominance of joint

firms. There aro 7 joiqt firms as opposed to 3 foreign firms and 1

local or .[alCl3'sian firm.

Of the 1 joint firma, 2 are joint ventures with British firms,

another 2 with Japanese firms, 1 with an American firm, 1 with a 1iether-

lands firm, and finally, 1 with a Singapore fiN. Tlie 3 foreign firms

include an American firm, a British firm, end a ingapore firm. ''#hen

referring to firms by their oountry of ownership, no distinction will be

made between foreign firms and joint firms. Thus, an American joint

firm and an J\merican foreign firm will both be referred to as Amerioan

firms. The same applies to the other firms.

From Table 2 it can be seen that the joint firms are the most

significant from the standpoint of size. The relative size of the

firms is determined according to three ariteria, na:nely, the amount of

capital contribution, the size of fixed oapi tal. investments, and lastly,

the size of the labour force. Six of the joint firms bad capital

contributions above 1,000,000 while all the foreign and local firms bad

capital contributions below 1,000,000. As for the size of fixed oapital

investments, 6 of the joint firma bad oapital investments in excess of

$1,000,000, while only 1 of the foreign firma had capital. asaets over

1,000,000. The capital assets of the reniaining 2 foreign firms and

the Bin6].e Cl3'sian firm vere all less than 500,000. This pattern

of dominance of the jOint firms is repeated in the case of tile size of

the labour foroe. Fi.ve of the joint firms employ more than 100 people

eaoh, while the local and foreign firms all enploy less than 100 people

each.

1Joint firms are defined as those firms having both local

and fore:l.gn capital contributions. Foreign firms are those firms

havill8 only foreign ca.pi tal contributions. Lastly, ...'-al8Jsian firms

are defined as those firms having only looal cap i tal. contributions.
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TABLE 2

SIZE BY OWNERSHIP

--

-

Malaysian Foreign Joint

Finns Firms Rims Total

< 500,000 1 2 - ;3

Amount 500,000 - 1 .1 2

of - 999,999
Capital
Contribu- 1,000,000
tion - 4,99<),999 - - 5 5

> 5,000,000 - - 1 1

.

Total , ;3 7 11

< 500,000 l' 2 1 4

Size 500,000 - -
- -

. of - $199,999
Capital
Invest- 1,000,000
ment - $4,999,999 -

I' 1 5 G

> 5,000,000 -
- 1 1

Total 1 ;3 7 11

<100 1 :3 2 6

Number
of 100 - 499 - - 5 5

l!lnployees
500 - 1,000 -

-
- -

...

>1,000 - -
- -

'fotal 1 ;3 7 11
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Because of the close correlation bet'W8en the size of the firms

and their ownership, a relationship between capital investment practice
and ownership can o�t be looked upon as a relationship between oapital
investment practice and size� Therefore, to avoid repetition, the

analysis shall concentrate upon tr,ying to establish relationships between

capital investment practice and the ov.nership and industrial grouping
of the firms.

II. GENERAL INFOFMATION ON CAPITAL INVE;Sntmr PRAGrIOES

Good capital budgeting procedure does not consist solely of

applying correctly the various measures of investment worth. It also

includes such practices as the classification of investment proposals
and the post-aud!ting of investment proposals. Table:; presents Bome

infomation on the adoption of such practices by the 11 rims.

TABLE :;

STRUCTURE OF CAPITAL INVESTMHlI' DECISIONS BY O�BRSHIP

Firms �ploying Maleysian Foreign Joint

The Use er Firms Firml!l Firms total
, "

\

Classif'ication of Investments - 2 4 6

Manual of Instruction - 2 2 4

Specia:r. Forms
- � 5 6

POst-auditing
- :; I :; 6

Forecasts Beyond 5 Years
.

- :; S 8

Forecasts 5 Years- and Balov - - 2 2

Classification of Investments

Of the 11 firms in the sample, only 6 employ a classification

system for their investments., Four of the firms having a classification

system are joint fims while the other 2 are foreign fims. The most

common classification used is the purpose of the investment. investments

are classified according to whether tb are cost-reducing, replacement,

expansion, or new product investments. All the 6 firms employ this

classification s,ystem while 2 of them also classify investments according
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to the size of the monetary ouUay required.

Or the 6 firms hev ng a classification a,ystem, only 2 employ
different methods of evaluation for the different classes of investments.

For these firms, tho size of the investment is the primary determinant

of �ich method of evaluation is to bo used. In one of the firms,
projects requiring less than ;)10,000 are subjected to the payback
oriterion while projeots requiring more than $10,000 are evaluated b.1
either the simple rate of return or the internal rate of return,
depending upon the nature of the investment. ,,'hus a new product
investment requiring only $20,000 would be evaluated by the internal

rate of return while a replacoment investment costing $40,000 'WOuld be

evaluated by the simple rate of return. The other firm employing
dif1'erent methods of evaluation for the various classes of lnvestm('.nts

also uses the criterion of size to determine Yhich method of evaluation

to use.

Of the 5 firms not using any classifioation system, , are

joint firms, 1 is a foreign firm and the other is a Maleysian firm.

Two of the joint firms ez c apane-te joint ventures whose capital budget
ing procedures are relatively undeyeloped.. The ptbar joint firm does

not emplqy a classification system because it has ver,y few investment

decisions to make. The foreign firm not employing a classification

system is the smallest fim in the sample in terms of the size of its

capital contribution and like the 2 Japanese firms its capital

budgeting procedures are not ver,y weU-<ieveloped. The Malaysian firm

that does not employ a olassification system does not have any capital

budgeting procedure to speak of. It employs subjective judgment to

evaluate investment proposals and depends upon the sheor intuition and

judgment of management to guide its investment polic,y.

l�ual of Instruction

Only 4 firms haVG a manual of instruction outlining the

procedures to be adopted When evaluating investment proposals. Two

of the firms are joint firms while the other 2 are foreign firms.

Tva of the fins are British and 2 are American. In all cases, the

manual of instruction had been provided by the parent companies of the

firms overseas. One of the British firms has a directive from the

parent company rather than a manual of instruction but this difference

in terminology is not important. It is significant that the firms

having a manual of instruction arc the ones who have a relatively

vell-developed capital expenditure programme.

Special Forms

Six of the firms reported that special forms are required

When making cap! tal appropriation requests. Five of them are joint

firms while the other i* a foreign firm. In 4 of the firms, the forms

are of a gene� nature requiring only a description of the project,

its purpose, and the amount of funds required. No provision is made

in the forms for detailed calculations of expected cost and profitability.

Such calculations bave to be done on separate sheets aocompanying the appro-
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pr}.at�on '

... requo8t forms. In the other 2 firms, hawver, det.ailed
appropriation rut forms have to be co ploted by those poople making
such requests. In thooe 2 rims, provision is made tor the
calculation of mcp&eted cost and pro.fitabUity on tho forms themselves.

Poat...allditing

A 1'ol1ow- and PQst- udlt1ng of itlvcstmonts is undertaken by
6 of thO t1l'ms. !m-ee of them are jOint t1nns and :3 are foreign.
Bowvor, all tho 6 firms repez'ted that poat--euditing is not curied out
tor all their inveRnent projects. Only the major investments, in
terms of size Qnd purpos�, ore subjected to post-auditing. Acoordlng
to tho executives of the rirms, post-auditing is feaSible o� tor thea.
proj¢ots whoso results can b6 ev luated in iaolatlon .from other projects.
The establishm�nt of nov faoto17 or the introc1uotion of n nev product
are Inve trout project ...me:tepo t-aud.!ting \IOuld prove 'WOrthwhile,
For projeots were tho effectB cannot 00 trac d directly to rJ.'t1i1 pnrtleular
investment, post ....o:ud1ttng Is diff'1oult and �u1d not produce meaningful
results.

Of the. e rima mIlki.ne longOl" forecasts. 5 oro joint firms and
.3 are foroien firnia. Three of t s riTtls did not opecl!), :my
maximum p�riod but merely indicated tbat for large aDd important projects
tho forecasts 'WOuld definitely bo longer th n S years. or th other
5 firms, 2 forecast returns tor a maximum period of 10 years. One of
these firms forecasts returns ov r the economic life of the project
provided the econc'il'lio 11£'e docs not oxcoed 10 y ars. 'l'h other firm
fone ts raturn for 10 years because it fools that 5 years is too
short a period to foreCast returns. The financial executive of this
f1rm feels that 10 year Is the av rage e'Jq>ected. economic life of
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a) equipment
b) maoh1nel"1
c) buildings

5 y ars

10 years
/.i) years.

most projects.

Of th remainin 3 firms, 1 forecasts returns over tho

conomic lifo of the project, the forecast being as long as possible.
Another firm foreoasts returns up to a maximum of 15 years for its

maj�r projocts. The financial executivo of this firm stated that

in order to g t a realistic picture of a projeot·s earnings, foreeasts

have to be projooted for a minimum period of 5 years. l'1nally, the

last firm making forecasts over 5 years, uses a fixed standard for

the various classes of assets as follows:

III. INVE&'TMENT CRITERIA

Employment of Investment Critori by Ownership

The investment criteri used b,y the 11 �irms range from

subjectiv� judgment to disoounted cash flow techniques. Tabl 4
shows the employment of investment oritoria according to the

ownership of the firms and it also distinguishes between the use of

the various methods as primary and supplementary measures of

acceptability. None ot the firms bas used a different oriterion

in the past and none of them has shown any indication that it \dU

change its present criterion for another.

The most \lid ly-used measure of aceeptability is the

simple rat of return. Of the 7 firms reporting its use, 4 use it

as the primary criterion whil the other J use it as a supplemontar,r
measure. Of the 4 fims using the simple rate of return as a

primary measure, P are joint firms and 1 is a foreign firm. Two of

the firms using it as a supplementary measure are foroign firma

while the other is a joint firm.

'l'he payback method is next in order of popularity. Pour

firms usc it as the primar,y criterion while another 2 use it as a

supplement to other asurea, Three of the firms using it as their

prir.lary criterion are joint firms vhUe the other is a foreign firm.

One joint firm d 1 foroign firm use it as a supplementary
measure.

Discounted cash flov methods are used in 4 firms. Net

present value is used as a supplementary criterion in 1 of the irms,

a joint firm, 'Whilo the internal rate of return is used in the other

.3 firms. In 2 of these firms, the internal rate of return is the

primar,y criterion, While it acts as the supplementar,y criterion in

the remaining firm.
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TABLE

lMPLOYMENT OF IlNES'IMENT CRITERIA BY OWNERSHIP

---

Ma.l.ayeian Foreign Joint

Criteria Firms It'''irme Firms Total

Primar.y Criterion - 1 :; 4

Payback SUDolemontnrv Criterion - 1 1 2

Total - 2 J.. 6

Primar.1 Criterion - 1 :3 4
Rate of
Feturn Sunn1emen+.IU""1 eriterien - 2 1 3

Total - '3 J.. 7

Internal Primary crtterion - 1 1 2

P.ate of
Retum Sunnlamentarv Criterion - - 1 1

Total - 1 2 3

Net Primar,y Criterion - - - -

Present
Value Sunnlement8.rV Criterion - - 1 1

-

Total - - 1 -1
-

Subject- Primary Criterion 1 - - 1

ive

Sudgment SUnnlementarv Criterion - - -
-

Total 1 - - 1

Capital Primar,y Criterion - - - -

lllnployed
rform- Supplementary Criterion - - 1 1

ance
.

_.

Total - - 1 :t

Turnov imary Criterion - - - .-

on Capi- 1 1
tal .) .

&upplementary Criterion - -

...

tio

Total
- - 1 1
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Subjoctive judgment is reJ" d upon by on� 1 of he firms -

a Halaysian firm, 'This firm is one of tho smaller firms in the sample
and is Chin se-owned and managed. Like the typioal Chinese firm, its

management depends on intuitlon and judgment in making investment

deoisions.

Finally, one of the joint firms uses both the capital

employed performance and the turnover on capital ratio as supplements
to its other measures of acoeptability. The capital employ d perform
ance is calculated as follows: net profit after taxes are divided by
the total cap!tal employed (both fixed and operating) to obtain a

percentage re urn on gross cap! al employed. he turnover on capital
ratio 1s nothing more than sales divided by the total capital employed

From Table 4, i does not appear that there is any relation

ship b6tveen the ownership of the firms and the investment criteria

employed by them. 1here the foreign firms are concerned, all , of

them us the simple rate of return as either a primary or suppl mentarr
cri ter on while 2 of them also use the payback method and 1 uscs the inter

nal rate of return. Th foreign firms, thus, do not exhibit 8l\V

preference for a particular method.

The ame observation applies for the joint firm. Four of

them use th simple rate of return in either primary or supplem ntary
capacity, vhile another 4 also use the paybaok method aD either a

primary or supplementary measure. Two of the joint firms also use the

internal rate of return while anoth r uses the not present value.

Tbus both the foreign and joint firms do not indicate any pref renee

for a particular method.

It should be noted in this respect that the size of the firms

also does not have any bearing upon the investment oriteria employed by
them. It noted earlier that the larg r firms in the sample are the

joint firms_ However, the Larger size or the joint firms has not

resulted in their using methods radioally different from those employed

by the smaller for ign firms.

Employment of. rnvest�cnt Oriteria by CountEr of Ollnership

The analysis has so far failed to disoover any reI tianship

botvoen tho ownership and size of the firms and the investment criteria

employed by them. In '1' bl 5, the analysis of the employment of

investment criteria by omership is taken one step further. Table 5

analyzes the employment of investment criteria by the country of

ownership.

Onoe the o\lllersbip of the firms is broken do'Wtl into the

different countries of ownership, a distinct pattern emerges bet �en

the investment criteria used and the ownership of the firms.
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1PLOYl

TABLE 5

OF IlNESr' CRIT RIA BY COUNTRY: OF O�mEHSHIP

-----===

United United
Others (a)Oriteria Kingdom states Japan Si;lgapore

Payback (1)(b) 2 2 (1 ) -

Bate of Return 1(2) (1 ) - 2 1

Internal Rate
of Return 2 (1) - - -

Net Present ,"�-

Value - (1) - - -

�'ubjecti e

Judgment - - - - 1

Capital Employed
Performance (1) - - - -

Turnover on
,

Capital Ratio (1) - - - -

(a)
In this category are included 1 Malaysian firm en 1

Netherland firm.

(b)
�he figures in brackets refer to investm nt criteria used

as supplementary methods.

It can be seen from Table 5 that both the JaR!1llese and the

American firms show a distinct preferenoo for the payback method. It

should be noted, howver, that the Am riean fil'ms also rely on other

criteria to supplement the p�back method, Yhereas p�back is the Bole

critorion of acceptability for the 2 Japanese firms. '.Ihen ask n , i\y
th y r lied \iholly upon the pqback method, the finanoial exeoutives

of the 2 Japanese firms explain d that payback was the on� mothod

they r aware of, or familiar 'With.

The , British firms also show n preference for a particular

method, namely, the rate of return. Tw of them use the internal

rate of return as the primary criterion while the other uses the

simple rate of return as its primar,v criterion. Only 1 of the British
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firms u es the paybaok method and, even then, payback is used as a

supplomentar,y measure. A British firm is also the only firm to employ

the capital employed performance a!1d the turnover on capital ratio as

a suppl m ntary measure.

When asked why the,y used the internal rate of return rather

than the net present value, the financial executives of the 2 British

firms using the internal rate of return both expressed the view that

there was no significant difference betyoen the tyo methods. Both

the firms el!1ploying the internal rate of return have achieved a high

degree of development regarding the entire capital investment decision

process and there appears to be a direct correlation betyeen the use

of this criterion and a generally superior oapital expenditure

programme.

When asked why his firm used the simple rate of return, the

financial executive of the British firm relying solely upon the simple

rate of return replied that the method used is only as good as the

forecasts upon wleh it is based, and he went on to point out that

forecasts projected over averal years can� be expected to be

reliable. In his op.inion, there is not much point in employing highly

complicated techniques and then discovering that the forecasts are not

correct.

The Simple rate of return is also preferred by the Singapore

firms - it is the primar,y criterion for both of them. One of them

also uses payback as a supplementary moaaurel vhile the othrr relies

solely upon the rate of return. The single Malaysian firm uses

subjective judgment vb.ile the Netherlands firm employs the simple

rate of return as its only criterion.

The Singapore firm using both the rate of return and payback

does not usc the more accurate discounted cash flov teohniques because

it is not acquainted vith them. The other Singapore firm relies solely

upon the rate of return because it is quite sat!sfied ldth the results

obtained by it and, therefore, sees no point in employing more

sophisticated tcchniques. The Netherlands firm did not specif,y an1

reason for u ing the simple rate of return. The ·1a.laysian firm using

subjective judgment does so because it is small and docs not have the

resourc a, both financial and managerial, to undertake detailed

evaluation and appraisal of investment proposals.

There is thus a distinct relationship between the inves'bnent

criteria employed and the eountr,y of ownership of the
firms. The rate

of return methods (both simple and discounted) are preferred by the

British and �ingapore firms, vhile the p�back method is favo� � by

the Ame iean and Jap ese firms.

From Table e;'it can b seen that the number of investment

criteria used � any one firm also bears a relationship to the firm'S

country of o'Wtlership. Thus, the majority of the British and Illnerlcan

firms use more than one criterion, Yhilo � but one,of the other firms

rely upon only one method. It is significant that both the \merican

firms have l'!Ulllua.ls of instruction outlining the cap!tal investment
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procedures to be folIo d, Whilo 2 of t e 3 British firms also have
manuals of instruction.

- 71 -

Dnployment of Inves ent Criteria by Industrial Group

TABLE 6

Employment of Inv stment Criteri by Indust'rial Group.

- -

Office and Non-
Oriteria EloctricBl. Household Metallic Total

Equipment Mineral

"

Payback 2(1}(a) 1(1) , 6
..

-

Rate of Return 2(3) 1 1 7

InternaJ.
Rate of Return 2 (1) - .3

Net
.Present V. ue - (1) - 1

SUbjective
.Tudem.ent 1 - - 1

Capital Employed
Performance (1) - - 1

Turnover on

Capital Ratio (1) - - 1
#

(a)The figures in brackets refer to investment criteria
used as supplementary methods.

Table 6 sho�� tho various investment criteria as used by the

firms in tho different industrial groups. The various investment criteria

are), eveniy distributed amon g the various industria]. groups and there

does not appear to be any corrolation b tween the industrial grouping
of the firms and the investment criteria used. In the electrical

industry, the payback method, the simplo ra.to of return, and the

internal rat of return eh equal status as primary measures of

investment worth, while the simpl rate of return is r.lost widely-used
as the supplementary easure. In tho offico and housohold equipment
and the non�etallic min ral industries, the p�baok method and the

simple rate of return also share equa.L status as primary measures of

acceptability. The firms in '!1lly one indu trial group thus do not
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show any prefer nce for a particular .cthod. It can therefore b

concluded that the industrial grouping of the firms does not have any
influence on th investment criteria used b,y them.

Calculation of Investm nt Criteria

In the preceding sections it was seen that the firms employ
a variety of investment criteria ranging from rules of thumb to the

more sophisticated disoounted cash flow methods. In this section an

attempt is made to detGrmine the extent to vhioh the firms apply correo�
the various investment criteria they profess to use. This analysis will

only include th payback method, the simpl rate of return, and the

internal rate of return as these are the methods most used by the firms.

The Sinmle Rat of Return. Earlier, it was seen that the simple rate

of return is the most widely used of all the investment criter n. Fbur

firms use it as their primary criterion while another, use it as a

supplementary criterion. Table 7 illustrates the manner in ich the

simple rate of return is calculated in these 7 firms.

TABLE 7

CALCULATION OF SIMPLE BATE OF RErURN

Number of Firms

Items to be Considered Considering Considering Not

Corre.ctlv Incorrectly Ascertained

Qeerattng Cash Flow:
After depreciation 4 1 2

After financing costs s 1 -

Before taxon ;3 1 -

After taxes
-

-
-

Before and after taxes :3 -
-

Inclusive of salvage 1 6 -

on new facility
Net Investment:
Initial 5 -

-

Average 2 -
-

Net of salvage on 6 1 -

old faoility
Inolusive of increases 5 2 -

in 'WOrl-ing capital

fivo of the firms uaing the simple rate of return base it

on initial capital, Wilo 2 base it on a.verage cap!tal. ost of the

fL:"1s � C.lllg the Simple rate of return oaloulate it oorrectly. The

item J..,i.ch most firma fail to consider correctly' is the salvage on

the nell facility. Only 1 of the firms correctly includes salvago

on the nOli facility as part of the cash flows of the last period.
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All the ot.her firms ignore salvago on he nev fac111ty. Many of the

fims feel that salvage 10 a negligible amount and, not ,�rth bothering
about. FOr al pr ctienl purposes, they are quite correct n adopting
this at itU( 0 and, thereforo, for this OIlll.lysis, an incorrect oonsider

ation of salvage on t e nev facUity 'Will not amount i. a a 'lrong

application of the inve tment criterion under study. However, an

ineor cct consideration of the other items shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9,
shall be viewed as amounting to a wrong application of tho criterion.

One mstake made by 2 of ho firms is to exclude increases

in \lOr -ing capital from the amount of the net investment. Another

firm ails to consider salvage on the old facillt,y as a reduction of

net investment. In computing operating cash flovs, 1 firm does not

consider financine costs, bile another considers depreciation Incorrrotly.

-our firma oalcllate operating cash flows before taxes, 3 of

thom citing their pioneer status as reasons for doing so. The pioneer

status of the other firm has already expired and, therefore, the firm

is wrong in computing cash flovs before tax. �hree firDs calculate

rates o� return both before and nfter taxes. Their reason for doing
this is to enable comparisons 'With associate firms in other oountries

to be made.

'rhe Payback Method. The payback method is tho second most popular

criterion, being used by 6 of the 11 firms. Four firms use it as a

primary criterion while 2 use it as a 8upplementar,y measure. Table 8

sun�arizas the manner in whioh paYback is calculated in the 6 firms.

TABLE g

CAtCULA!!ON OF PAYBACK

.
-

Number of Firms

Items to be Considered Considering Considering Not

Correutlv Incorrectlv Ascertained

Qeeratin� Cash ?low: 2
Boforo depreCiation 4 -

After financing costs 6 -
-

Before taxes 3 -
-

Afte:r taxes 1 -
-

Before and after taxes 2 -

-

Inclusive of salvage - 6 -

on new facility
Net Invostment:
Net of salvage on 4 2 -

old facility
Inclusive of increases 5 1 -

in working cap!tal
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Most of the firms using pa�back calculate it correctly. In

computing operating cash flow, all the items, except salvage on tho

neY fa.oility, are conatder-cd correctly by all the firms. Howver, it
was not ascertained vhether 2 of the firms consider deprecia.tion
correctly. Three firms caloulate payback before taxes, 1 firm

calculates it after taxes, and 2 firm� calculate it both before and

after taxes. All are correct in doing so.

In deter�ing the net invostment, 2 fi�s fail to consider

correctly the salvage on the old faoility.while 1 firm fails to

considor increases in 'WOrking capital as part of the net inv stmcnt.

The Internal Rate of Return. Tha internal rate of return is usod by
3 firms. It is the prima.r;y oriterion in. 2 of them and the

suppleI!lontary critarion in the other. Only 1 of the rims calculates

'/
it correctly. Tho manner of calculation used by the 3 firma is show

in Table 9.

CALCutATIOll OF I

TABLE .9

IAL PATE OF mu

Items to be Oonsider d

Number of Firms

Considering ConSidering Not
CoIT8CU Incorrect Ascertained

Operating Cash no'lls
Before depreciation
Before financing costs

Before taXes
After taxes
Before and after taxes
lirnclusive of salvage

on nev facility
Net investment:
Net of salvage on

old facility
Inclusive of increases

in worl"ing capital

.3

.3

2

.3
1 2

1
2
1

From 1able 9 it can be Been that 1 of the firms does consider

coITe.ctly tlie salvage on the new fac1.lity t 'While the other 2 firms both

consider it incorrectly. These 2 other firms also consider finrncing
costs incorrectly. Th9.1 deduct financing costs when computing operating
cash nows and ar thus double-counting financing costs. All the other

items are considered correctly by the 3 firms.
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TABLE 10

CALCULATION OJ' IlnJESl'MENT CP.ITEFIA

-

-

Primary Supplementary
Criteria Criterion Criterion Total

.

.-

Correctly Used. ;3 1 4
Payback Incorrectly Used 1 ;'f 2

Total J.. 2 .: 6
- ...-

Rate of Correctly Used 1 ;3 ;Return Incorreotly Used '3 -

.- --

Total J.. � 7

Internal
Rate of Correctly Ueed 1 - r

Return Inoorreotlv Used 1 1 2

Totil 2 1 '3

Net Pres-
ent Value Correctly Used - - -

Inoorreotlv Used - 1 1

Total - 1 I 1
,

Table 10 summarizes the information on the caloulation of the

various investment oriteria used b.Y the different firms, From Table

10 it can be seen that most of the firms correctly apply the investment

criteria which they use, Of the 6 firms using the payback oriterion,
only 2 use it incorrectly, while only ;3 of the 7 firms using the simple
rate of return use it incorrectly. An interesting point to note is

that of the 4 firms using the simple rate of return as their primar,y
criterion ;3 use it incorr�ctly, Yhlle all 3 firms using it as a

supplementary cri terion apply it correctly. T'WO of the 3 firms

employing the internal rate of return use it incorrectly, �e the

sole firm employing the net present value method also uses it

incorrectly. SUbjective judgment has not been included in this

disoussion because there is no right or �ng use of it. The

capital employed performanoe and the turnover on capital ratio have

also been excluded because there is no standard by 'Which to judge
their correct applioation.

Calculation.. ofi Invostment Criteria bx Otmersbip

From Table 11 it does not appear that there is any relation

ship between the oorrect use of the investment criteria and the

ownership of the firms. The foreign fims use some methods correctly

and others incorrectly. The same is true for the joint firms.
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TABLE 11

CALCULATION OF INVESm:E2lr CRITERIA BY OWNERSHIP*

=

Foreign Joint
Criteria Firms Firms Total

-

Correctly Used .

. 1 :3 4
Payback Inoorrectlv Used 1 1 2

Total 2 I.. 6
--

Rate of Correctly' Used 2 2 ;Return Incorreatlv Used 1 2

Total "3 I.. 7

Internal Correctly Used 1 - 1
Rate of Incorrectly Used I - 2 2
Return

J

Total 1 2 ,
Net
Present CorreoUy Used- - - -

Value Incorrectlv Used - 1 1

Total - 1 1

- 76 -

* The Mal�sisn firm is ��cluded from this table because
it does not use any o·f the above oriteria.

Of the 2 foreign firms using the paybaok method, 1 uses it

correctly while the other uses it incorrectly_ Whore the simple rate

of return is concerned, 2 of the foreign firms use it correctly while

, uses it incorrectly. Looking at the joint firms, 3 use payback
cOlTecUy while 1 uses it incorrectly; 2 use the simple rate of return

correctly while 2 do not. Therefore, no inference can be made

regarding the relationship betwen the owership of the firms and

the correct application of the investment oriteria used b,y them.

If the ownership of the firms is broken do'Wll into the various

countries of ownership a pattern does emerge, relating the correct

application of investment criteria to the firms of c�rtain countrios.

From Table 12 it can be seen that where the p�back and the simple
rate of return are conoerned, all the American and British firms use

both methods correot�1. Looking at the other 6 firms combined, only
1 of them uses either method correctly. Where the discounted cash

flow methods are concerned, 1 British firm uses the internal rate of

return correctly Yhile 1 American firm uses both the internal rate of

return and the net present value incorrectly.
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TABLE 12

CALCULATION OF INVESTMENr CRITERIA
1ft' COUNTRY OF OlmERSHIP

-77-

Criteria United United
1r4 .... ...Aom states .Tanan Sinnanore others

Correctly Used 1 2 1 - -

Pqback Incorreotlv Used - - 1 1 -

-

Total 1 2 2 1 -

Bate of Correctly Used :; 1 - ;
- -

Return Incorrectlv Used - - - 2 1

�
;

Total 1 - 2 1

Internal
Rate of Correctly Used 1

-'

- - - -

Feturn Incorrectlv Used 1 1 - - -

Total 2 1 - - -

Net
-

Present Correctly Used - - , - - , -

Value Incorrectlv Used - .1 ,
- - -

Total -
� ,1 - - -

-

Therefore, it appears that the country of o'Wnership of the firms

does have some bearing upon the correct application of the investment

criteria used. On the whole the American and British firms are superior
to the other firms as regards the correct application of investment

criteria.

IV. SUPPLY AND COST OF' CAPITAL

§UPPlY of Capital

Table 13 shows the various sources of capital used by the firms

to finance investment projects. Ordinary shares \lere used by all fims
to finance their initial operations but only 2 firms indicated that they
would use it to finance future investments. Parent company and bank

loans are by far the most popular sourc of :finanoing, being used by 9

firms to some ext nt or other. Retained earnings are used by 6 firms

While depreciation allowances are used by 3 firms. Preference shares

were used by 1 of the firms when it vas established but the fim reports
that it vill not consider using preference shares to finance future

investments. Debentures were used by only 1 of the firms - the

Netherlands firm. It is interesting to note that the Netherlands firm

uses a very varied financing mix; the � souroe it does not use
.

is prefer nee shares.
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TABLE 1;3

SOURCES OF CAPITAL BY OWNERSHIP

-

Malaysian Foreign Joint

Sources Firms Firms Etrms Total

Loan 1 :3 5 9

Debenture - - 1 1

Preference Share - - 1 1
II

Ordinar,y Share 1 :3 7 11

Retained Earnings
4

1 '-
'

5 6-

Ii

Depreciation - - ;3 .3

Of the 11 firmS, 5 depend solely upon one source of financing,
while the other 6 employ more than one method of financing. Of the

5 firms depending upon only one source of finanCing, 4 rely xclusiVely
on loan capital while the oth r relies on retained aarnimgs.

For the foreign firms, loan capital is the most popular source

of financing. All.3 of them have recourse to its use while only 1 of

them uses retained earnings. The joint fims are impartial betwen the

use of loan capital and retained earnings. Five of them employ loan

capital While an equal number also employ retained earnings. None of

the foreign firms uses depreciation allowances while .3 joint firms do.

It would appear that there is a difference in finanCing methods between

the foreign and joint firms. On the whole, the joint firms use a

wider array of financing mothods than the foreign rims; t.he foreign
.

firms tend to conoentrate on one souree, namely, loan capital.

Cost of Capital

None of the firms surveyed bas ever attempted to oalculate its

overall cost of capital. Of the 11 fim.s, only 6 think in terms of a

cost of capit.al. he other 5 do not conside,.. the cost of capital at

all. Of the 6 firms considering the cost of capital, 3 think in terms

of the explicit interest cost of loans while 1 calculates the implioit

eost of debt, aking into account the effect of leverage on the eost of

capital. One of the 6 firms relies solely upon retained earnings and

thinks in terms of the opportunity cost of using retained earnings to

finance one investment rather than another.

Of the 6 firms considering the cost of capital, 4 are jOint
fims while the oth r 2 are foreign firms. Once again it is seen that

the foreign firmS, though smaller in size, are not inferior to the

larger joint firms.
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standards of Acceptability

From Table 14 it can be seen that wh�e the p8JTbaek method is

co�cerned"there is a conformity between most of the firms as regards
what constitutes a maximum acceptable paybaok period. Of the 6 firms
using the payback method, 5 have set a maximum paybaok p riod of 5 years
as the standard of acceptability, while 1 firm requires projeots to have
a paybaok period of less than 2 years. It should be noted that for
this firm, payback is used to evaluate only those investments involving
less than 10,000.

TABLE 14

Sl'ANDARDS OF ACCEPrABILITY BY OWNERSHIP"

==========.----- ========

Foreign
Firms

Payback

(years)

<2
2 - ,.9

4 - 5.0 2

Joint
Fims

1

>

Total.

1

5

Minimum

Rat of

Return

before Tax:

<10%
10 - 14

15 - 19

>20

1

1 1

.. The Malqsian fl:sn baa be n excluded because
1t uses subjective judgment and therefore
does not havo aqy standard of acoeptability.

The firms using the simple rate of return vary widely in their

earnings requirements. One firm has set the minimtUll �coeptable rate of

return at 9 peroent while 2 have set it at 20 percent. Two firms

roquire proj ects to promise a rate of return betwen 10 percent to
14 percent, vhile :3 firms require projects to return at least 20

percent.

1

2

:3

2

2
All rate of return figure are expressed before tax.
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TABLE 15

STAlmARDS OF ACOEPriU3ILITY BY INDUSTRIAL GROt)"P

-
-

standard of Aco ptabillty Electrical
Non-

Equipment Yetallic lfotal
Mineral

Moimum <2 , - - 1

Payback
Ii

2 - 3.9 - !i - - -

(years) 4 - 5.0 2 I 2 1 5

>5 - - - -

Minimum <10% - 1 - 1

Rate of 10 - 14 2 i - - 2
,!

Return 15 - 19 1 1 1 3
!

(before tax) >20
-

2 - - 2

From Table 14 it can be seen that the foreign and joint firms

do not differ signif cantly in their earnings requirements. From

Table 1; it can be s n that the firms in the different industrial

groups al 0 do not differ signifioantly in their earnings requirements.

It is doubtful whether a:ey significance oan be attached to the :.Bact

that 2 firms in the lectrical industry require projects to yield at

least 20 percent while the highest standard set by the firms in the

other industries is on.l.y 15 percent. On the whole, it does not appear

that there is e:r:Jy relationship between earnings requirements and the,

ownership or industrial grouping of +..be firms.

V. TREATMENT OF UNGERI'AINl'Y

Table 16 shows that 5 firMS do not allow for unoertainty when

evaluating investment proposals. Of the 6 firms making an allowance

for unoertainty, ; use more than 1 method for dealing with unoertainty.

The most common methods of allowing for uncertainty are increasing the

minimum acceptable rate of return and shortening the maximum acceptable

p�back period. en firm makes use of conservative forecasts as a

hedg a.eainst uncertainty. Another firm does not employ any method

of allowing for risk but merely considers vhat would happen if the

forecasts do not come up to e�eetations. None of the firms use

methods more sophisticated than these arbitrar,y rules of thumb.
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TABLE 16

ALLOWANCES FOR UNCER1'AINTY BY OWNERSHIP

--- ---

Malaysian Foreign Joint
Methods Emnloved Firms Firms Firms Total

Short n required
P93'back period - 1 2 3

.

Increase required
rate of return - 2 2 4

Conservative forecasts - - 1 1

Shorter eonond,e life - - -. -

Other methods -
"

- - -

Uncertainty not
1allowed for 1 � 5

The foreign and joint firms bothaUlov for tmcertainty and

the method employed b.1 them are basically the same. The differences

in the o�ership of the firms are therefore not reflected in their

treatment of risk and uncertainty. Howver, it should be noted that

the methods used by them are, at best, very crude methods of allowing
for risk and uncertainty.
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CHAPl'ER VI

OASE srumES

The importanc and complexity of the capital inv stment
decision entails consid rable thought and deliberation on the part
of m.nnag ment. Sane of the firms covered. by the SUlV8,1 have

developed vell defined prooedures for bandling their oapital invest
ment problems while others have not. In this chapter are presented
case studies of the capital budgeting procedures of two of the tirm8�

I. SINGER INDUSTRIES (MALAYA) LIMITED

Background Information

Singer Industries (lIalf:\Ya) Limited (SIML) is a private.
0Clmpaey- incorporated in Malqa on ,3th June t 1961. It has an

authorised share capital of �,OOO,OOO of which $S10,OOO has been
iSlued and� paid. The oomp�(s ahsre capital comprises
Ordinary Shar 8 and Preferred Shares a8 tollowsl

6,.300 Ordlnaey Shares @ $100 each

1,800 1st CUmulative Redeemable

6% Preferred Shares @ $100 each

• 630,000

.180,000

• 810,000

Seventy-eight peroent of the oompaey' s share capital is
foreign-Olilled. The Singer Sewing Machine Oomp� ot Singapore (S&lO)
holds roughly- a third ot the foreign oapital, 'While International

Security ot the United states holds the remainder of the .foreign
capital. Both the latter companies are subsidiaries of The

Singer Canpaey of the United states whose head office 1s located in

New York.

SM imports component parts trom affiliate companies in
various parts ot the wrld and 88sembles them into complete sev.l.ng
machines at its factory in Peto.l.ing Jaya. The company commenced

operations in November 1962 with a labour force of 60 and fixed

capital investments in the region ot $.400,000, and was granted pioneer
status for a five..,.ear period ending in No' ember, 1967� The initial

production facUities were found to b. adequate and as a rosult there

bas been no significant increase in either the company's labour toroe
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or in the amount of its fixed capital investments.

SIML has been maintaining production at around 10,000 units
per year, with a sales vslue of approximately 1,000,000. Although
tmprotected by tariffs the comp�t s sewing machines have oaptured
about 70 percent of the Malaysian market. The seving machines are'

supplied vholesale to SSMC who handle the marketing operations for
the local Singer Group.

'

In addition to its marketing function SSMC also serves as

the administrative and decision�ing boQy for SIML. The dey-to-day
operations of SIMI.. are in the hands- of a Factory Manager directly
responsible to an Operations Manager at SSMC. However, all major
polley decisions (except those relating to finance) are made by the
Operations Manager subject to approval' by the General 14anager. In
very importallt matters the Parent Compa.cy' in New York is the final
authority. SIMI.' 8 Board of Directors take little or no part in
policy decisions; their power and authority is only nominal.

C!pital Investment Policies and Practices

As has been stated earlier, all major policy decisions of
SIML are taken at SSMO. Capital investment deCisions, in particular,
are the re,sponeibillty of the Controller and .F1nance Manager. If
and when ihe Factory Manager at SlML comes up witb an investment
proposal, the proposal passes to the Controller and F.l.nance l.f.anager
who, upon consultation with the Operations Manager, m� or may not
approve the proposal. All proposals cleared by tho Controller and
F.Ulance Manager have to be submitted to the General Manager for his
approval. For projects involving US $20,000 or more, approval has
to be obtained from the Parent ComPall¥ in Nev York Who, in such oases,
is the final authority.

Because of the small number ot investment projects at SIML,
no classification s.ystem has been established to differentiate between
the various types ot possible ittYestments. Furthermore, because of
the dearth of investment projects SIML does not have a Oapital Budget
in the ueua1 sense of the word. Aocording to the Controller and
Finance Manager, "there is not mu.ch point in having a Capital Budget
if you have only one or two investment proposals a year and sometimes
even none. tl The fow investment proposals that do arise are evaluated
as and when they arise rather than being incorporated into a Capital
Budget. Howver, in order to maintain some control over capital
expend!ture, Capital Appropriation Request Forms have to be completed
by those requesting such appropriations. An example ot such a form
is show in the folloldng page.

1More often than not, capital investment proposals are

originated by the Operations Manager at SSMC rather than by the
Factory Manager at SIML.
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Subject: , Subject No: .Soctlon:

SINGAPORE/MALAYSIA MANAGEMENT. 'LOCATION & SHOP 9 1
,

FIELD OPERATING MANUAL
EXPENSE APPROVAL Dllte Efft. Pall.:

AUTHORITIES April 1,
3 of 3

1969

"":"�--:-r--�r 2:1': :H,....�:l.'n:llr.ItI��
'1J1lC_�m:D,'!" tk 2 •. =:w::..t w, j. U:UWAI 1'.1

be completed and forwarded' by the managers reporting to the General

�

Manager to the Controller & Finance Manager for recommendation and

submission to the General Manager for approval.

Should you are not clear whether you can authorize the expenses, iplease consult the Controller & Finance Manager ..

####### I
Form A/I00/66 ISPECIAL APPROPRIATION REQUEST

(For project of S$2, 000 and over) �
: Division CPD Date March 1, 1971 ;

-

�
Amt. Requested S$ 3, 000 Expense Center ABC Shop

If:
�

Item Est. Amount When Required
r.

�

Renovations as per attached 3,000 Immediately
t'
·1
"

�
IiI

�
Total S$ 3,000 �

[

I III
i Reason for Request: Part of the :erogram to imErove the image of I,

the New Singer �
Amount Budgeted S$ Requested By' A. SMITH

,

Manager �
,

==================================================================

! g

MANAGEMENT OFFICE USE ONLY j

Recommended By
Amount IController & Finance Manager Recommended S$

, . ,
Amount Approved S$ Date ,Approved:

I I
Approved By

,

General Manager

I
-BT.:_ I
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The Parent Company in New York has established, by means of
a Manual of Instruotions, general guidelines for the evaluation of
oapital investment proposals.

The paybaok period method is used as the primary measure
of inveotment �rth. The internal rate of return method supplements
tho payback measure but for major projects (involving $100,000 or more)
the supplementary measure 'WOuld be the net present value. DeJ.!lPite its
inadequaoies, the p�back period is the major oriterion of acceptance.
Thus if a project has a favourable net present value but an u.nfavourable
payback period the project would not be implemented - this is true even

in the ea e of major projects.

The eompa.l\Y ealculates the payback period as follow s the
initial investment in the project is divided by the average annual cash
£lows (net of interest and taxes) expected from the project. The
in!tial investment includes the F.O.B. 90st of fixed assets, transport
and insuranoe costs, installation costs and additions to working
capital. In the case of replacement investments the salvage value of
the old investment is deducted from the cost of the new investment.
The expected cash flows are projected for a period of five years as the
company feols that longer forecasts are bigb4r unreliable.

The compaey has set the folloldng standards as the minimum
aoceptable standards of aeceptancel- a maximum p�back period of five

years and a minimum required rate of return of, 15 percent. These
standards arc not rigid and vary from project to project depending on

the eireumstance; they merely serve as guides to what the comp8l\Y
feels wuld be des rab1e returns.

The e economic criteria have often given � to non-economic
considerations. Among the more important non-economic factors that
have influenced the company's capital investment deciSions are compaey I :.

policy and the political situation. The potential market for a

product also plays en important part in the investment decision. To
illustrate the importance of non-economic considerations the Controller
and Finance !-'..anager pointed out that if the company wanted to gain a

foothold in a nev market it vould invest there even if it meant

incurring a sizeable lOGS for a number of years.

Capital investment projects are normally financed b.1 head
office investment and b.1 bank overdra.f'ts. The compaey-'s Balance Sheet
for 196B show the following items:

- 8.$-
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Ordinary Shares

Preferrod Shares

$ 630,000

180,000

611,,607

321,070

212,514

Retained Earnings

ounts due to Related Companies

Bank Overdraft

Exc pt for the intorest cost of loans the company does not bother to
calculat an overall cost of oapital to the firm.

The comp� does not emplo.y any sp cial technique for
dealing vith riek and uncertainty other than shortening the muimum
acceptable payback period and inoreasing the minimum required rate of
return. There are no fixed rules regarding the adjustments for
risky investments - each case is evaluated on its own merita.

This then is the way in which SM goes about its capital
investment decisions. Whether the procedures ar effective or not
is not know for there is no follow-up or post..e,uditing of investment

projects although the Controller and Finanoe Manager admits thnt
there should be.

An Investment Decision

Prior to 1969 SIML bad been importing finished cabinets for
the sewing machine heads assembled at its fAotOr,y from various

Singer factories overseas. Two of these sources of supply wre
Taiwn and Japan.

During the latter part of 1968 the Operations Manager
felt that a significant cost reduotion could be .trected together
with an improvement in qualitY' standards, if Cabinet Model. 404, which
was then being imported from Japan and TaiWll in a finished state.
vere to be imported from thtl' .'fJl�pp1ne8 and Taiwan in a knocked dow

(unfinished) condition and all assembly and finishing operations
performed in SIML.

In accordance with company practice the eperations
Manager completed a Capital Appropriation Form giving details of the

estimated cost of the project together �th the antiCipated earnings
that would result from it. The form was 8ubmitted to the Controller

and Finance Manager and after some discussion (in which the General

Manager participated) the project was approved in principle.

Howver t in view of the fact that the proposal represented
a. major poliey change that involved other affiliate oompanies,
approval had to be obtained fran the Parent Company in New York and

the foliowing justification was therefore forwarded to New York.
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JUSTIFICATION FOn CIIANGE IN SOURCE OF SUPPLY

Present Bltuation

:: Ust228,120
= �1634

US 300,754

:: US 174,972

= 12,096

= 1l11�US$259,2-

= ust 34,288
= M 102,864

= 8 weeks

l>1odel 404 standard Cabinet being imported from Japan fully finished.
Model 404 Cabinet being imported from Taiyan fully finished.

a) Import Standard 404 Cabinet from Philippines in a knocked doen (unfinished)
condition and perform assembly and finishing operations at SIML.
Hardware to be purohased from Japan.

b) Import.404 Cabinet from Taiwan in a knooked dow condition and porform
finishing and assembly operations at SrML •

Proposed Chang,e;

.Reasons:

(a) To reduce manufaoturing ooste
(b) To improve quality (Reduce field complaints)
(0) Increase local content
(d) To reduce Inventor.y

!1:'!Pendlture:
Rent of Building
Plant & Equipment

= U8$7,200 per year
U 5,000

Savings

Present cost of importing standard cabinet from Japan
Present coat of importing Taiwan cabinet

Total

Proposed cost of importing Standard Cabinet unfinished trom

Philippines and performing finishing operations in SlML.

Proposed cost of importing Hardware from Japan

Proposed cost of importing unfinished Taiwan cabinet and

performing finishing operations in SlML. .

Tot.al so:vings = (US 300,754 - U8$259,266) - Rent of Bldg.

5,000
Pa,.-back period of Plant &; Equipment = = 0.146 Yr.

34,288
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In view of the high savings and short payback poriod of
plant and equipaent , the project WI! approved by Now York and
implemented by ::>DIL in early 1969.

II. EL .OTRICAL AND ALLIED INDL'S'l'RlEJ BEfliAD

. Background Informat.ion

The �lectrioal and Allied Industries Berhad (E.A.I.) vas

incorporated in Ualaysia as a private company on 30th December,
1965 with the purpose 01' manufaoturing a range of electrical
products. It ws converted into a public company on 6th Juno

1967 and has an authorised share capital of' M 5,000,000 of ",hich
M$3,OOO,ooo has been issued and .fully paid. Fifty percent of the
shares are held by the ¥.alaysian publio wblle the remain.in� 50 percent
are held by the Gen ral Electric Compa.ey (Malaya) L1m1ted (G.E.C.
(Malaya) Ltd.) - wholly owed subsidiary of the General Electrio
Oompany Limited o� England (G.E.C. of England). G.E.C. of England
merged with the Allied �lectrice.l Industries Lim! ted in 1968 to
form G.�.C.-A. '.1. of England - the largest electrical manufacturing
company in the British Commonwealth. Consequently, G.�.C. (Mal�)
Ltd., is now known as G.E.O.-A.�.I. (Malaysia) �. Bnd.

E.A.I. commenced operations in November 1967 with the

production of two models of refrigerators - 4.5 cu.f�. and 7.0 cu.ft.
The company is now producing about 10,000 refrigerators annually and

plans to introduc a larger model to complote tho range. In 1968
the company introduced a new product into the market - a fluroesceDt

light fitting. For 1969 the c� plans to go into the manufacture
of room air-conditioners and preparations for this vere well advanced
at the time of the stud1.

E.A.I's products are marketed by its Associates, G.�.C.

A.l!;.I. (l-!alaysia) Sdn.Bhd. and have been "lory well received by the

t-1alaysian market. Tho company has adopted a policy of maximizing
volume sales with the effect thrt the relatively large output has
resulted in t e compa.ey t S ability to produc e at extreme1y competitive
prices. This policy has pe.id off as shown by the raet that B.A.I.
has captured about 60 percent of the total Halaysian market for

refrigerators under 12.0 cu.f�. �.A.I'5 refrigerators are

protoctea by tari1'fs ( 250 per imported refrigerator under 12.0 cu.ft.)
and in addition the finn has been granted pione r status until 197.3.
The excellent performance of the company's products bas resulted in

the company baing able to report a tred.ing profit of
.

07,661 in on.cy
its seoo d year of operation. In the first year the company

managed to contain its tl'ading loss to $55,725.

At its current level of operations, E.A.I. has a labour

force of 75 and fixed capital investments in the region of $1,200,000.
However, \lith its policy of expansion the company visualizes a steady
inorease both in its labour force and in the size of its capital commit
ments.
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Capital Investment Policies and Practices

E.A.I'a decision-making is ver,y much influenced by G.B.C.-A.E.I.
(Nalaysia) Sdn.Bhd. which bas three representatives on E.A.I's Board of
five directors. In a.ddition to this, G.l!;.C.-A.E.I. of England has the
final say with regard to E.A.I's capital expenditures, strict control
Ls exercised over capital expenditures and, theoretica.lly, B.A.I's
management t am (comprising the ¥.anaging Director, the Secretary, and
the Faotory Manager) cannot undertake aey oapital expenditures above
£25/- sterling 'Without approval from the Board. However, despite such
strict control over capital expenditures, E.A,I. does not rec ive any
instructions or directivos from G.E.C.-A.B.I. of England to guide its
capital investment decisions. Furthermore, no special forms are

necessary Vhen making investment proposals.

Capital investment proposals are normally originat d by
E.A.lts managcment team and by the G.E.C,�.E.I. representatives on

E.A.Its Board of Directors. When a capita1 expenditure is proposed,
the managemont team discusses it and finding it feasible earmarks it
for inolusion in the company's Capital Expenditure Budget for the
forthooming year. All capital expenditures have to be enumerated
in the company's annual Capital Expenditure Budget 'Which has to be

approved by both the local Board cf Directors and by G.E.C.- .B.I. of
England. It normally takes about six months for the Budget to be

passed by G. ',C.-A.E.I. of �gland.
.

'rho compsey' sCapital Expend!ture Budget uses three forms
of expenditure 01 sifioation. Oapital expenditures are fir!:lt of' all
divided into their various asset classes - land, buildings, plant,
machinery, equipment, tooling and jigs, and fUrniture and office

equipment. Next, they are classified acoording to whether they are

general expenditures or specific projects. Items classified as general
expenditures receive o� cursory examination, but the purpoae of such

expenditures has to be stated. Specific projects, on the other band,
have to be justified by detailed calculations shOwing each projeot's
expected profitability as measured by their return on gross cap!tal
employed. Finally, speoific projects are oiAssified according to

whether the,y are for expansion or for cost reduction.

Rates of return on specific projects are calculated as

follows: average annual profits (after depreoiation and interest but

before taxes) are elivided by the lnitial investment to obtain a

percentage return on gross capital employed. 1 The company ha.� set. a

1Profits are projeoted for a period of only five years as

the company feels that the political situation in the oountr,y makes

longer forecasts unreliable. Savings, however, are projected over

the eoonomic life of the project. Initial Investment is equal to
the sum of fixed assets, stoak and debtors less oreditors.
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standard of 20 peroent as the minimum aoceptable rate of return for
investment projects. This 20 percent rate of return is the
standard stipulated by G.�.C.-A.E.I. of England and is based not on
the cost of capital but on what G.E,C.-A.E.I. of England thinks is a
fair return on capital employed. All projects ha.v� to meet this
minimum acceptable standard. Although no speoific figure is set,
expansion projects normally have to promise returns in exoess of this
minimum standard. It should be mentioned that although B.A.I. is
quite strict about projects meeting the minimum required standards,
once a project bas been implemented there is no. follow-up or post
auditing of the investment to see if the projects' actual performance
conforms to 'What was expected of it,

The economic return from a proposed investment is orten not
the sole criterion of acceptabilit.y. Among the non-economio factors
that have influenced the firm I s investmont decisions are government
actions and th actions or anticipated actions of competitors. 1'0
take an example, the company t s d cision to go into the manufaoture of
air-oond1tioners was prompted by the government's imposition of import
quotas on the product. The compsey deduoed that it 'WOuld not be long
before this was followed by a tariff on imported a.1r-oondit10ners •

As E.A.I's Associates, G.�.C.-A.E.I.(Malaysia) Sdn.Bhd. were at

present importing air-oonditianers, this action on the part of the
government would have placed them in a very unfavourable pos!tion
vis-a-vis those of their competitiors who w re at present manufacturing
their own air-conditioners.

However, despite the importance of auah factors, the
economic critorion is still the most important d torminant of a

project's acceptability. Non-eeonomic considerations come into force
only for those projects which just fall to meet the stipulated
standard of 20 percent. In passing, it might be add d that personal
motivations have not played aQY part in the capital investment
decisions of t:.A. I. This is because the management and the directors
of �.A.I. are ultimat ly responsible to G.E�C.-A.E.I. of England
vbich exercis s strict control ov r capital expenditures.

The sources of funds usod by E.A. I. to finance investment
projects are internal profits, depreciation allownnces and bank loans
in that order of preference, For the working cap!tal part of
investB nta, tho company also relies on trade credit as a source of
£inance. Hxcept for the interest cost of loans the company does not
attempt to calculate ito cost of eapital. An extraot from the

oompany t s Balance Sheet may help to !llustrate the firm tscapital
structure and financing mix.
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BALANCE SHEET

As at 31st. March, 1969.

Fix d Assets .

�

1,203,786

Deprecia.tion

163,261

Current Assots 1,107,023

Deduct

Current Liabilities

ount due to G.E.C.Group
of Compani s

Trade Creditors.

. Other Creditors

Current Taxation

Bank Overdraft (un ecured)

Intangible ABu ts

Total N t Assets

P.epresontcd by

Share Cap!tal

Issued: 1,300,000 ordinary Shares
of $1 aeh, f'ul+y paid

Profit and Loss ccount

- 91 -

542,525

207,532

43,923

2,548

116.998

912.626

li!1

1,040,52;

194,397

162.020

, ,396,942
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From the extract it can be seen that tho oompany' s finanoing mix as
at '1st Harch, 1969 is as follow:

Ordinary shares

Retained earnings

s 1,300,000

96,942

163,261

116.098
� 1,676,301

preeie.tion

Bank loan

Tho company does not employ any specialized technique for
dealing with risk and uncertainty. When risky projects are beingconsidered, the company no� inoreases the minimum required rate
of return or, alternatively, it reduc s the expected returns from the
project. 'l'h re is no hard and fast rule regarding the "premium"
required from ris.lcy projects; each case is evaluated on its particularmerits.

A Capital Investment Decision

In !<'ebruary 1968 the Factory ManAger oame up 'With a cost
saving proposal in connection with the spray1Painting of the COmp�18
refrigerators. He proposed that the company buy some electrostatic
paint-spraying equipment to replace the existing "compressed-e.irlf
spraying equipment which was very wastefUl in paint.

The principle of electrostatics is as follow, Amone the
various material particles in the universe, some are charged positively
and some negatively. 1�e particlos of similar signs repel each other
and those of opposite signs attraot. Stationar,y eloctrical partioles
are said to be surrounded by an "electric field of force" and the
moving particles by "electric" and "magnetic" fieldi. If an electric
particle is placed at e.n:y point of space surrounding one or more
electric particles it vill be acbed upon by a force by virtue of its
eleotrification.

Thus, in electrostatic spray�ainting, the paint is
attracted to he .object being painted because of its electrification
and this results in a considerable saving of paint. In addition, this
method of pain ing gives a better finish.

The makers of tho equipment olaimed that a s ving in paint of
from 25 percent to 75 percent could be achieved. The management of
E.A.I. considered that saving of 50 percent was a reasonable ostimate
and did not think that ther vas any risk that the actual savings would
differ significantly from their estimate. The eqUipment! hoyever,was not expected to result in any appreciable savings in abour ,
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It ws estimated that the equipment vould have a useful life of
ten years. The existing equipment was still in ver.y good condition and
ma.n.agement decided that it would be more advantageous to keep them as
spares than to sell them•.

Tho C0mpany manufactures 3,000 4.5 ou.ft. refrigerators and
7,000 7.0 ou.ft. refrigerators. The spraying surface of the 4.5 cu.ft.model amounts to 25.2 sq.rt., while that of the 7.0 cu. ft. modaI amotmts
to 33 sq.rt. At present, 3 gallons o� paint are used for ever,y thousand
square feet of surface painted. At the company's current productionrate it ws estimated that the annual ea:rn.i.ngs 'WOuld amount to $8,725/=.Th calculations in arriving at the annual savings are as follows:

3,000 refrigerators 25.2 sq.rt. each = 75,600 sq.ft.

7,000 refrigerators 33 sq.ft. eaCh = 231.000 S9.ft.
Total area to be sp�ed = 306,600 sq.ft.

:;;uantity of paint currently used = 306,600 sq. rt. x 3/1,000 gallons
= 920 gallons

17. ;0/gallon = e 16,100Cost of paint

�tity of thinner used = 300 gallons

4.SO/gallon = Q 1,350

17,450

Cost of thinner

Total cost using old s,ystem

�ith a ,� saving in paint and thinner,
Total annual savings = 8,725

Total cost of nev equipment = $ 5,600

It vas quite obvious that the project's rate of return oxceeded
the comps..tzy' , s standard of 20 percent and management did not calculate the
project's preoise rate of return. The projeot was included in the
company's Capital Expenditure Budeet for 1969 and was approvod for
impleoentation in Novemb r 1<)68. As the project involved only v5,600
it could quito easily be finanoed out of the oompany' S 0\8). fUnds.
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The case just desoribed is rather unusual in that the project
ws so obviously desirable that management dispensed with the need to
calculate a rate of roturn for it. It should be stressed, however,
that for projects \Those profitability is not so apparent, management
enrorcoc the oriterion of measuring the rate of retum and oomparing
it vith the acceptance standard of 20 percent.

The ease studies presented, thus, serve to illustrate in
detail the oapi tal investment policies and practioes of two companies.
In the ease of the Singer Industries (Mal�a) Limited, actual praotice
does not al 83s conform to expressed policy_ Their primary cri tarion
of project acoeptability is the payba.ck period supplemented by the
int rna! ra.te of return. However, in the cost-saving project which
they recently'Ulldertook, the internal. ra.te of return for the project
was not calulatcd and the p83':babk period as the sole enterion of
the projeotts desirability_ It is also their supposed policy to
calcula.te returns before deprecia.tion and after taxes. However, in
evalua.ting the desira.bility of the abov mentioned projeot, depre
ciation and income tax s erc not taken into consideration.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

Capital budgeting oonsists of two interrelated prooeduresl
the msasur8lllent of a pro�ectts anticipated return; and the oomparison
of that return witb the com:pany' s cost of cap!tal. If the retp,rn
exoeeds the oompany' S cost of oap!tal the projeot is acoepted, othe1"
wise it i r jected.. The oap!tal investment deoi$1on is often under
taken in an environment of risk and uncertainty and adequate measures
ha.ve to be taken to make due alloW'a,uce tor risk. and to' i.noorporate it
into the investment decision. Following tis prooedure of aocepting
only those projects which exoeed the oompany'iI cost ot oapital wbile
at :the S&11le time ke.eping risk at �,ra�onal>le. level, the. firm oan,
presumably, maJd.mize the market prioe ot its ordinary stock,· whioh has
been assumed to be the primary ob�eotiva of all business' firms.

In determining & projeot's expeoted return, several methods
ean be used. These range from the theoretically very aoourate dis
counted cash flow teobn1qt;les to no eval�ation at all. Among the more

common investment or!tenA used by :firms are the pqbaok period, the

simple rAte of return, the internal rate of return, and t�e net present
value. There are variou� wqs ot calculating these measures of invest
ment worth depending on how the :fir!nS determine the operating oash flOlfS
expeoted from the investment and the net outla.y required by it.

Estima;ting the firm' s oost of oapi tal is a moh harder task
than calouiating a projectts expeoted retu.rn. There are several souroes
of financing open to the firm and each of these sources has e. oost.

Among the more common souroes of tinanoing are ordinary shares, prefe1"
rence shares, retained earnings and debt. 1!b.e problem is to combine
the costs of these various sources of financing into an overall cost of

capital to the firm. Among the var1�s a.pproaohes �ggested by theo
rists are the weighted averagQ cost of' oapi tal approach and the margi
nal sequential oosting of, f'mds approach.' The use of leverage oan, in

many oases, lower the cost of capital to the firm. However, with
sucoess!ve increases in the amount of debt financing, the oost of capi
tal oan be expeoted to rise. For most firms then, the cost of oapital
rises with the amount of financing needed, and at some point, the firm
will arrive at an optiIllWl1 f'inanoing mix or capital. stl'\1cture.

The capital investment decision almost invariably involves

predictions into the un<?ertain f�:tI1re. The investment deoision is
therefore olO\lded by unoertainty,r�sulting in varying degrees of risk
to the tirm. There are 11lallY methods of dealing with risk and Bor

incorpora.t1ng it into the investment decision. These range from
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arbi trary rules of thumb to rela:tively complioated teohniques based upon
oonoepts of probability and utility.

The two areas of the oost of oapi tal and the treatment ot risk
and uncertainty have been relat1vely neglected by the firms oovered by
the survey. Only six firms oonsider the cost of capital, while risk
and uncertainty are taken into account by another six firms. The firms
oonsidering the cost of capital. do so in a very superficial manner.
st at them consider only the cost of debt and do not attaoh a cost to

the other sources of financing. Even then, they oonsider only the
expUoit cost of debt, ignOring its imputed cost. Many firms also seem
to think that equity funds are a tree souroe of funds.

In the area of rit5k and unoertainty, the firms employ crude
rules of tllttmb that do not purport to evaluate risk at all. �ese
methods merely serve as a protection against risk and do not provide
the firms with any measure of the relativa risks of different invest
ment proposals. Thus, as tar as the oost of oapital and the analysis
of risk 8Zld uncertainty are ooncerned, the oap! tal investment practioes
ot the firms leave much to be desired. However, in mitigation, it
should be noted that these two areas are the most difticult and oomplex
areas of oapital budgeting, both theoretioally, and in practice.

As for the employment of investment cr! teria, most of the firms
are familiar with the various theoretical meth,?ds that m� be applied
when evaluating investment proposals. The simple rate of return is
found to be the most widely-used cr! tenon of aooeptability, being used
by seven of the eleven firms. The pqbaok method is next in order of
popularity, six of the firms reporting its use. Discounted cash flow
techniques are also not unknown to the firms. Three firms use the
internal rate of return while one of them also uses the net present
value method. Only one of the firms relies entirely upon subjeot!ve
judgment to guide its investment decisions.

st of the firms apply oorreotly the investment onteria
they have adopted. However, even in those firms wber the investment
cnteria are incorrectly applied, management is quite satisfied wi th
the results obtained. At a:D:1 rate, the managements of these firms
are often not aware that they are applying incorrectly the investment
oritens. whioh they have adopted.

On the whole, the capital investment pra.ctices of the firms
are not determined to any extent by the size of the firms or by their
industrial. grouping. TllIls, the foreign firms, although smaller than
the joint firms, have not been found to be inferior in their cap!tal
investment practices vis-a-vis the larger joint firms. A distinct
relationship oan. bowever, be observed between the capital investment
praotices of the firms and their ownership. This relationship is not

apparent on a cursory examination of the ownership of the firms.
Only it the ownership of the firms is broken down into the respective
countries of ownership can a marked difference be peroe!ved between the

oapital. investment praotioes of the firms of oertain countries and those
of other countries.
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Thus, the American and Bn tish firms in the sample exhibit 8.
distinct superiority over the firms from other countries as regards
both the investment ccl teris. employed and ,the correct 9.}'plioation of
those investment or! teria.. The American and British tirms are also
found to be generally superior where overall oap! tal budgeting proce
dures are oonoerned •

.

From the foregoing it can be sean that the oapi tal invest
ment practioes of the firms surveyed �nly partly conform to the theory
of ca.pital investment decisions. Where the economic evaluation of
investment proposals is concerned, praotice dQes' conform to theory.
However, in the areas of the cost of oapital and the treatment of risk
and unoertainty, practice stilllhas a. long 'fIa;J to go before oatobing
up wi th theory.

An important reason 1Jby pra.otioe often fails to meet theory
is that the theorists in formulating :their various theories, although
realizing the difficu.lty of implement1pg some of their conoepts, never
theless insist that these theories be implem�t,ed, often without provi
ding any indioation as to how these p�aot1,()� diffiaulties oan be over
come.

In olosing, it should be said that at though the oap! tal.
investment practices followed by the firms ID.83 not be opti� from
the theoretioal standpoint, from the standpoint of the firms they
a.r the best posaiblo_under the cir�stanees.
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APPENDIX I

Present Value of '1

Years 2'" 6% 8% 10% 12% 16% 18% 20P 25%

1 .980 .943 .926 .909 .893 .862 .847 .833 .800 .714

2 .961 .�'90 .857 .826 .797 .743 .718 .694 .640 .510

.3 .942- .240 .794 .751 .712 .641 .60:; .579 .512 .364

4 .924 .792 .735 .683 .636 .552 .516 .482 .410 .260

5 .906 .747 .681 .621 .567 .476 .4')7 .402 .328 .166

6 .888 .705 .630 .564 .507 .410 .370 .335 .262 .133

7 .871 .665 .583 .513 .452 .354 .314 .279 .210 .095

8 .aS3 .627 .540 .467 .404 .30; .266 .233 .168 .068

9 .837 .592 .500 .424 .361 .263 .225 .194 .134 .04$

10 .820 .558 .463 .386 .322 .227 .191 .162 .107 .035

1� .743 .417 .315 .2.39 .183 .108 .084 .065 .035 .006

20 .673 .312 .215 .149 .104 .051 .037 .026 .012 .001

25 .610 .233 .1$ .092 .059 .024 .016 .010 .004

IIJ .453 .097 .0$ .022 .011 .003 .001 .001

Source: H.G.Guthmann and H.E. 1X>uga.ll, Cotyorate Financial Polisr, 4th ed.,

Enf!le\''Ood Cliffs, N.J.: Frentica-Rall, Inc., 1962.
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uree: H.G. Guthmann and H. E.Dougall, Corporate li'inanelal Polley, 4th edt ,

Englewod Cl1f'fs, T.J. a Prentiee-Hall, Inc., 1962.

APPErDIX II

Present Value of 1 Received Annually
---

-

Years 2% 6% 8% 10% 12% 16� 18% 20% 25%

1 0.980 0.943 0.926 0.909 0.893 0.862 0.847 0.833 0.800 0.714

2 1.942 1.833 1.783 1.736 1.690 1.605 1.566 1.528 1.M£) 1.224-

3 2.884 2.673 2.577 2.487 2.402 2.2$ 2.274' 2.106 1.952 1.5�

1+ 3.808 3.1P5 3.312 3.170 3.037 2.798 2.690 2.589 2.)62 1.84)

5 4.713 4.212 3.993 3.791 3.605 3.274 3.127 2.991 2.689 2.035

6 5.601 4,917 4.623 4-355 4.111 3.685 3.498 3,,326 2.951 2.1£8

7 6.472 5.582 5.206 4.868 4.564 4.039 3.812 3.605 3.161 2.263

g 7.325 6.210 5.747 5.335 4.968 4.344 4.078 3.837 3.329 2.3)1

9 8.162 6.802 6.247 5.759 5.328 4.607 4.303 4.031 3.$3 2.m

10 8.983 7.360 6.710 6.145 5.650 4.833 4.494 4.192 3.571 2.414

15 12.849 9.712 8.559 7.606 6.811 5.575 5.092 4.675 3.859 2.41'4

20 16.351 11.470 9.818 8.514 7.469 5.929 5.353 4.870 3.954 2.4CJ7

25 19.523 12.783 10.675 9.071 7.843 6.097 5.467 4.948 3.985 2.4CJ=J

JI) 27.355 15.04> 11.925 9.779 8. 2M, 6.234 5.548 4.997 3.999 2.500
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FIlMS P Ffl'ICIP TmG III FIELD I ERVIE',I PRASE D.r' S'i'UDY

III

Share
CapitalFirm

Labour �

Foree

Electrical Industty
.

1. Carrier Interne.: ional (M) Sdn.BM.

2. Electrical and Allied Industries Bhd,

3. Job and Hens v Ltd.

4. J-falayan Cables Bhd.

5. Malayan \ elding oducts Sdn.Bhd.

6. Ihl.e.ysian Lamps Sdn.Bbd.

7. l.fu.tsushita Electric Company
(M) Bhd.

Office and Household Equipment IndustrY
8. Khinco Ltd.

9. Singer Industries (M) Ltd.

Non-HetaUic Mineral Industry

10. Hume Industries (M) Bhd.

11. Halayan Nozaw. Asbestos Cement
Company Sdn. Bhd.

500,000

1,300,000

390,000

4,300,000

384,990

60

75

18

169

11

4,000,000 75

.3,000,000

65,0.40 60

60810,000

6,000,000 408

1,000,000 1'70

Total $ 21,750,0.30 1,3.%
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APPEtWIX IV

QUESl'IONNAlRE USED IN fiELD INrERVIEWS

CAPITAL INVES _ DECISIONS OF INDUSTRIAL FIlMS IN MALAYSIA

QUESTlamAIRE

I. General Information on the It''lm

1. Name of firm

2. Type of industry

:3. Date of incorporation

4. Date of operation

·5. Expiration of pioneer status

6. Amount of local capital

7. .\mount of foreign capital

.8. Origin of foreign capital

9. Amount of fiXed capital investments

10. Number of employees

11. Annual Production

II: Investm0nt Criteria

13.

How are investments classified qy tho firm? (ag. according to
s1 zo., type' , etc.)

If olassifi�� according to size, what are the various
categories?

.

\<Shat is/are the method(s) used to evaluate! investments?

12.

a) Payback

b) Simple rate of return

c) Internal rate of' return
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a)

d) Net presont value

e) Others

15. Are different types of investments evaluated by different
critoria? Explain.

16. If more than one method is used,

b) tlie supplom ntar,y method{s)
17. \-lith referenoe to Q.14, if the firm employs methods of

evaluation in the category 1t0thers", explain the methodologyof ouch methods.

18. If a simple rate of return 1s employed, is it based on

a} initial ca.pital

b) average ca�ital

c) others

19. a) Bo� far into the fUture does the firm forecast the
expected returns from an investment?

b) \� is this period chosen?

20. a) Are the expected returns oaloulated on a before tax or an
after tax basis?

b) Hns/had th firm '0 pioneer status anything to do with this?

21. Are th expocted returns calculated on a cash or inoome baSiS,
i.e. hov ia depreciation on the proposed investment treated?

22. i.Jbat method of depreciation is used?

a) straight-line

b) accelerated

c) others

23. If the investment is financed by a debt instrument there is
a financing cost in the form of interest; is this interest
deducted from the expected roturne?
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24. How is salvage value taken into account?

a) on the old investment, i.o. is it deducted from the cost
of tho new investment?

b) on the new investm nt, i.e. is it considered as part ofthe expected returns?

25. What constitutes the cost of the inyestment? i.e. is the
anticipated increase in working capital considered as partof the cost of the investment; also, what about transport,installation, and similar coats?

26. Is an investment evaluated by itself or is it compared 'With
alternative or competing investment?

27. Is there a follow-up and post-auditug of an investment?

28. I What are the past methods of evaluation used by the firm,if an;y'l

29. Is there Bey rea.soh for the adoption of the firm's investment
criterion and not other criteria?

In. Supply and Cost of gapitel

What are the souroes of capital used by the firm in makingand implementing an investment?
30.

a) a loan

b) an issue of debentures

c) an issue of preference shares

d) an issue of ord1na.ry shares

e) internal profits

g) other souroes

If applicable, how does the firm determine the cost of the
sources of capital used?

In making an investment, does the firm think in terms of Bey
of the follo'W1ng standards, and if it does, what are the
actual standards used?

a) a maximum paybaok period

b) a minimum required rate of return

c) other standards
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b) increasing the minimum required rate of return

c) shortening the economic life of the investment

d) reduoing the estimated expected returns of the investment

e) other methods

33. Are the same standards used for all investments?

IV • Tres:ttl1ont of Uncertainty

.34. How does the finn make an allownoe for uncertainty in
evaluating invostments?

a) shortening the maximum payback period

35. Does the firm empla,v any speoialized technique for dealing
with unoertainty, e.g. decision trees, game theor,y, etc.

v. Miscellaneous

36. Is there a manual of instructions explaining the' capital
investment decision process?

37. Are there any special forms to be used in requests for capit'al
appropriations?
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10.

11.

12.
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